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Abstract
We propose a new procedure for inference on optimal treatment regimes in the model-free
setting, which does not require to specify an outcome regression model. Existing model-free
estimators for optimal treatment regimes are usually not suitable for the purpose of infer-
ence, because they either have nonstandard asymptotic distributions or do not necessarily
guarantee consistent estimation of the parameter indexing the Bayes rule due to the use of
surrogate loss. We first study a smoothed robust estimator that directly targets the parame-
ter corresponding to the Bayes decision rule for optimal treatment regimes estimation. This
estimator is shown to have an asymptotic normal distribution. Furthermore, we verify that
a resampling procedure provides asymptotically accurate inference for both the parameter
indexing the optimal treatment regime and the optimal value function. A new algorithm is
developed to calculate the proposed estimator with substantially improved speed and stabil-
ity. Numerical results demonstrate the satisfactory performance of the new methods.
Keywords: Confidence interval; Individualized treatment rule; Inference; Optimal treatment
regime; Weighted bootstrap.
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1 Introduction
Applications in medicine, public policy, internet marketing and other scientific areas often re-
quire estimating an individualized treatment rule (or regime, policy) to maximize the potential
benefit. For example, Gail and Simon [1985] and Zhang et al. [2012] observed that younger pa-
tients with primary operable breast cancer and lower PR levels are likely to benefit more from
the treatment L-phenylalanine mustard and 5-fluorouracil (PF) rather than from PF plus tamox-
ifen (PFT). Several successful estimation strategies have been developed, including Q-learning
[Watkins and Dayan, 1992, Murphy, 2005a, Chakraborty et al., 2010, Qian and Murphy, 2011,
Song et al., 2015], A-learning [Robins et al., 2000, Murphy, 2003, 2005b, Moodie and Richardson,
2010, Shi et al., 2018], model-free methods [Robins et al., 2008, Orellana et al., 2010, Zhang et al.,
2012, Zhao et al., 2012, 2015a, Athey and Wager, 2017, Linn et al., 2017, Zhou et al., 2017, Zhu et al.,
2017,Wang et al., 2018, Qi et al., 2018, Lou et al., 2018], tree or list-basedmethods [Laber and Zhao,
2015, Cui et al., 2017, Zhu et al., 2017, Zhang et al., 2018], targeted learning ensembles approach
[Díaz et al., 2018], among others.
This paper focuses on inference for optimal treatment regimes. In practice, it is often desirable
to have an interpretable treatment regime. Here, we focus on the popular class of index rules,
given by D “ tIpxTβ ą 0q : β P Bu, where Ip¨q is the indicator function and B is a compact
subset of Rp. We consider two important inference targets: one is the parameter β0 indexing the
theoretically optimal treatment regime and the other is the theoretically optimal value function
V pβ0q. The former inference problem helps understand the importance of different predictors on
making an optimal decision, while the latter aims to quantify the maximally achievable expected
performance which can be used as a gold standard to evaluate alternative treatment regimes.
Although there exists a rich literature on estimation, the associated inference problem has
not been studied until recently. For Q-learning, several inference methods have been investi-
gated. Laber et al. [2014] proposed a novel locally consistent adaptive confidence interval for β0,
Chakraborty et al. [2013] proposed a practically convenient adaptivem-out-of-n bootstrap for in-
ference on β0, Chakraborty et al. [2014] introduced a double bootstrap approach for inference for
V pβ0q, Song et al. [2015] considered inference for β0 based on the asymptotic distribution the-
ory for penalized Q-learning. Recently, Jeng et al. [2018] developed Lasso-based procedure for
inference on β0 in the A-learning framework. However, accurate inference based on Q-learning
and A-learning needs reliable model specification. Luedtke and Van Der Laan [2016] developed
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interesting theory for inference for V pβ0q under exceptional laws. Their approach requires to
estimate the conditional treatment effect either based on a working model or in a completely
nonparametric fashion.
Different from current state-of-the-art methods which are mostly model-based, we aim to
develop a model-free approach for making inference for both β0 and V pβ0q. This would be
useful to alleviate the sensitivity of inference with respect to the underlying generative model,
the specification of which is often challenging in real data analysis. It is known that the param-
eter indexing the optimal treatment regime β0 corresponds to the parameter of the Bayes rule
of a weighted classification problem [Qian and Murphy, 2011, Zhang et al., 2012, Zhao et al.,
2012]. A substantial challenge in inference for β0 lies in the nonsmoothness of the decision
function. A popular approach is to replaces the 0-1 loss by a computationally convenient sur-
rogate loss such as the hinge loss [Zhao et al., 2012, Zhou et al., 2017, Lou et al., 2018] or the
logistic loss [Jiang et al., 2019]. However, existing theory (e.g., Fisher consistency, generaliza-
tion error bound) that justifies the use of the surrogate loss is usually derived when the form of the
decision rule is unconstrained and approximated in a reproducible kernel Hilbert space. There is
no guarantee that when we consider the class of decision rules D, use of surrogate loss still leads
to a decision function whose sign matches signpxTβ0q, see Lin [2002]. On the other hand, robust
estimator [Zhang et al., 2012] that directly estimates the Bayes rule has a cubic root convergence
rate and a nonnormal limiting distribution, as recently revealed in Wang et al. [2018]. Inference
is challenging due to the nonstandard asymptotics as naive bootstrap procedure is not consistent.
Goldberg et al. [2014] proposed a SoftMax Q-learning approach to alleviate the nonsmoothness
problem in Q-learning but have not explore the associated inference theory.
This paper first proposes a smoothed model-free estimator for the optimal treatment regime
and introduce a proximal algorithm which substantially improves both the computational speed
and the accuracy. We prove that the smoothed robust estimator has an asymptotic normal dis-
tribution and converges to β0 with a rate that can be made arbitrarily close to n
´1{2. We then
rigorously justify the validity of a resampling approach for inference. Our study focuses on
randomized trials. Extension to observational study is discussed in Section 6.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the new method
and algorithm. Section 3 carefully studies the statistical properties for estimation and inference.
Section 4 reports the results from Monte Carlo simulations. Section 5 analyzes a clinical data set
from the Childhood Adenotonsillectomy Trial (CHAT). Section 6 concludes with some discus-
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sions. The appendix gives the technical assumptions and presents several useful lemmas. The
supplemental file contains additional numerical results and detailed technical derivations.
2 Proposed Methods
2.1 Problem Setup
Let A be a binary variable (0 or 1) denoting the treatment. For each subject, we observe a
vector of covariates x P Rp and an outcome Y P R. Without loss of generality, we assume
that larger outcome is preferred. To evaluate the treatment effect, we adopt the potential or
counterfactual outcome framework [Neyman, 1990, Rubin, 1978] for causal inference. Let Y ˚
1
and Y ˚0 be the potential outcome had the subject received treatment 1 and 0, respectively. In
reality, we observe either Y ˚
1
or Y ˚
0
, but never both. It is assumed that the observed outcome is
the potential outcome corresponding to the treatment the subject actually receives (consistency
assumption in causal inference), that is Y “ Y ˚
1
A ` Y ˚
0
p1 ´ Aq. Assume A and tY ˚
0
, Y ˚
1
u
are independent conditional on x, that is, no unmeasured confounding. In addition, we assume
that the stable unit treatment value assumption [Rubin, 1986] and the positivity assumption are
both satisfied, where the former requires a subject’s outcome from receiving a treatment is not
influenced by the treatment received by other subjects and the latter requires that 0 ă P pA “
a|xq ă 1, @ x, almost surely.
An individualized treatment rule or a treatment regime, denoted by dpxq, is a mapping from
the space of covariates to the set of treatment options t0, 1u. Let Y ˚pdq be the potential outcome
had a subject with covariates x received the treatment assigned by dpxq. We have
Y ˚pdq “ Y ˚
1
dpxq ` Y ˚
0
t1´ dpxqu. (1)
Given a collection D of treatment regimes, the optimal treatment regime argmaxdPD EpY ˚pdqq
leads to the maximal average outcome if being implemented in the population.
For a given β P B, we sometimes write the corresponding treatment regime IpxTβ ą 0q as
dβpxq or dβ for simplicity. The value function V pβq “ EtY ˚pdβqumeasures the effectiveness of
the treatment regime dβ. We are interested in estimating the parameter indexing the optimal rule
β0 “ argmax
βPB
V pβq. (2)
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For identifiability, we assume that there exists a covariate with a nonzero coefficient whose
conditional distribution given the other covariates is absolutely continuous and its coefficient is
normalized to have absolute value one. Without loss of generality (one can rearrange the labels of
the predictors), we assume x1 is a predictor that satisfies the condition. We write β “ pβ1, rβT qT P
R
p. Correspondingly, we write x “ px1, rxT qT . More discussions on alternative identifiability
condition can be found in Section 6.2.
2.2 Challenges of inference based on existing robust estimators
Qian and Murphy [2011], Zhang et al. [2012], Zhao et al. [2012], among other, observed that
optimal treatment regime estimation can be reformulated as a weighted classification problem.
Specifically, the value function V pβq can be equivalently expressed as
V pβq “ E
” Y
πpA,xqI
 
A “ dβpxq
(ı
, (3)
where πpA,xq “ P pA “ 1|xq is the propensity score of the treatment and is equal to 0.5 in
a randomized trial. Expression (3) is the foundation for robust or policy-search estimators for
optimal treatment regime, which aim to alleviate the practical difficulty of specifying a reliable
generative regression model.
A robust estimator can be obtained by directly maximizing an unbiased sample estimator of
the expectation in (3), which was the approach in Zhang et al. [2012]. In a randomized trial, based
on the observed data tpxi, Yi, Aiq, i “ 1, . . . , nu, which are independent copies of px, Y, Aq,
V pβq can be consistently estimated by its sample analog
Vnpβq “ 2
n
nÿ
i“1
tAiIpxTi β ą 0q ` p1´ AiqIpxTi β ď 0quYi. (4)
Leaving out the terms in Vnpβq that do not depend on β, we can estimate β0 by
argmax
βPB
Mnpβq “ argmax
βPB
2
n
nÿ
i“1
p2Ai ´ 1qIpxTi β ą 0qYi. (5)
However, as revealed in Wang et al. [2018] such a direct estimator for the Bayes rule belongs
to a class of nonstandard M estimators. It converges at a cubic-root rate to a nonnormal lim-
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iting distribution that is characterized by the maximizer of a centered Gaussian process with a
parabolic drift. The nonstandard asymptotics is a consequence of the so-called sharp-edge effect
[Kim and Pollard, 1990]. Inference based on this approach is challenging due to the nonstan-
dard asymptotics as the naive bootstrap procedure is not consistent. The smoothed estimator
we propose alleviates the sharp-edge effect caused by the indicator function and leads to faster
convergence rate.
2.3 Smoothed Model-free Inference for Optimal Treatment Regime
To facilitate inference, we study an alternative estimator which can be considered as a com-
promise between the two robust estimation approaches described in Section 2.2. For clarity of
presentation, we assume that the data are collected from a randomized trial. Instead of replacing
the indicator function with the hinge loss function, we replace it with a smoothed approximation.
Formally, we estimate β0 by
pβn “ argmax
βPB
ĂMnpβq “ argmax
βPB
2
n
nÿ
i“1
p2Ai ´ 1qK
´xTi β
hn
¯
Yi, (6)
where Kp¨q is a smoothed approximation to the indicator function, and hn is a sequence of
smoothing parameter that goes to zero as n Ñ 8. The function Kp¨q is required to satisfy
some general regularity conditions given in the Appendix, see also Remark 1 in Section 3.1.
The motivation for the above new estimator is three-fold. First, as hn goes to zero at an
appropriate rate, the parameter indexing the optimal treatment regime or the Bayes rule can be
estimated at a rate arbitrarily close to n´1{2, see Section 3.1. Second, smoothing the indicator
function circumvents the aforementioned nonstandard asymptotics and would lead to a feasible
bootstrap inference procedure with theoretical guarantee, see Section 3.2. Third, it also alleviates
the computational challenge due to nonsmoothness, see Section 2.4 for a new efficient algorithm.
For inference, we apply a resampling technique called “weighted bootstrap" which assigns
independent and identically distributed positive random weights to each observation. This resam-
pling scheme was proposed in Rubin [1981]. Barbe and Bertail [1995] provided a comprehensive
introduction, see alsoMa and Kosorok [2005] and Cheng and Huang [2010] for recent interesting
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developments. The bootstrapped estimate of the smoothed robust estimator is defined as
pβ˚n “ argmax
βPB
ĂM˚n pβq “ argmax
βPB
2
n
nÿ
i“1
rip2Ai ´ 1qK
´xTi β
hn
¯
Yi, (7)
where r1, ..., rn are random weights satisfying conditions given in Section 3.2. To evaluate the
distribution of pβ˚n in practice, we repeatedly generate independent samples of random weights.
Following notation introduced earlier, let pβ˚n “ ppβ˚n1, rβ˚Tn qT , where |pβ˚n1| “ 1 and rβ˚n “ ppβ˚n2, . . . , pβ˚npqT .
For j “ 2, . . . , p, let ξ˚pα{2qj and ξ˚p1´α{2qj be the pα{2q-th and p1 ´ α{2q-th quantile of the boot-
strap distribution of pnhnq1{2prβ˚j ´ rβjq, respectively, where α is a small positive number. We
can estimate ξ
˚pα{2q
j and ξ
˚p1´α{2q
j from a large number of bootstrap samples. An asymptotic
100p1´ αq% bootstrap confidence interval for β0j , j “ 2, . . . , p, is given by
 rβj ´ pnhnq´1{2ξ˚p1´α{2qj , rβj ´ pnhnq´1{2ξ˚pα{2qj (. (8)
Next, we consider inference for the optimal value. Define
V ˚n pβq “
2
n
nÿ
i“1
ritAiIpxTi β ą 0q ` p1´ AiqIpxTi β ď 0quYi. (9)
Note that V ˚n pβq can be considered as a perturbed version of the Vn defined in (4). Let d˚pα{2q and
d˚p1´α{2q be the pα{2q-th and p1´α{2q-th quantile of the bootstrap distribution of n1{2tV ˚n ppβnq´
Vnppβnqu, respectively. An asymptotic 100p1´ αq% bootstrap confidence interval for V pβ0q is
 
Vnppβnq ´ n´1{2d˚p1´α{2q, Vnppβnq ´ n´1{2d˚pα{2q(. (10)
2.4 A Proximal Algorithm
The smoothed robust estimator largely alleviates the computational challenge due to the non-
smooth indicator function. However, the objective function is still a nonconvex function of
the parameter. Such nonconvexity is inherent to robust estimation of optimal treatment regime
[Qian and Murphy, 2011]. We employ a proximal gradient descent algorithm, originally pro-
posed in Nesterov [2007], which applies to a large class of nonconvex problems. In our set-
ting, this algorithm substantially improves the computational speed and can accommodate high-
dimensional covariates.
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Consider an optimization problem with an objective function Φpβq. Nesterov [2007] assumes
that Φpβq has the decomposition Φpβq “ fpβq ` Ψpβq, over a convex set Q, where f is a
differentiable function but not necessarily convex, and Ψ is closed and convex on Q. In our
setting, we take ´ĂMnpβq as the f function, and set Ψpβq ” 0. Following Nesterov [2007], we
generate a sequence of iterates tβptq, t “ 0, 1, 2, ...u such that
βptq “ argmin
βPB
!
´ ĂMnpβpt´1qq ´ @∇ĂMnpβpt´1qq,β ´ βpt´1qD` αt ˇˇˇˇβ ´ βpt´1q ˇˇˇˇ2 `Ψpβq)
“ argmin
βPB
!
´ 2
n
nÿ
i“1
p2Ai ´ 1qK 1
´xTi βpt´1q
hn
¯xTi pβ ´ βt´1q
hn
Yi ` αt
ˇˇˇˇ
β ´ βpt´1q ˇˇˇˇ2),
where x¨, ¨y denotes the inner product between two vectors. Observe that the above minimization
problem has a closed-form solution
βptq “ βpt´1q ` pnαtq´1
nÿ
i“1
p2Ai ´ 1qK 1
´xTi βpt´1q
hn
¯xi
hn
Yi.
Hence the algorithm can be updated efficiently. The algorithm stops when the following criterion
is met:
ĂMnpβptqq ă ĂMnpβpt´1qq ` @∇ĂMnpβpt´1qq,βptq ´ βpt´1qD´ αt ˇˇˇˇβptq ´ βpt´1q ˇˇˇˇ2,
where αt is a sequence of small positive numbers. To choose αt, inspired by Fan et al. [2018],
we employ an expanding series, which ensures that the stepsize diminishes during the update
process. Details for this algorithm is provided in the supplementary material.
It is worth emphasizing that this algorithm can be easily adapted to the high-dimensional
setting by taking Ψpβq as a regularization function, such as the L1 penalty function.
3 Statistical Properties
3.1 Consistency and Asymptotic Normality of the Smoothed Estimator
To lay the foundation for inference, we first present the statistical properties of the smoothed
robust estimator pβn defined in (6). All the regularity conditions are summarized in the Appendix.
Theorem 1 below shows that pβn is consistent for the parameter indexing the optimal treatment
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regime. Comparing with the asymptotic normality result in Theorem 2, the consistency requires
very mild conditions and serves as a precursor step for proving asymptotic normality. See Section
S2 of the online supplementary material for the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
Theorem 1. Under (A1) - (A3) and assumeKp¨q satisfies (K1), then pβn “ β0 ` opp1q.
Recall that for identification, we write β0 “ pβ01, rβT0 qT P Rp where |β01| “ 1. Similarly,
we write pβn “ ppβn1, rβTn qT P Rp where |pβn1| “ 1. With the above consistency result, we
have P ppβn1 “ β01q Ñ 1 as n Ñ 8. In the following, we focus on studying the asymptotic
distribution of rβn. To this end, we introduce some additional notations. Define Spz, rxq “ EpY ˚1 ´
Y ˚
0
|z, rxq, where z “ xTβ0. Note that there is a one-to-one transformation between pz, rxq and
x “ px1, rxT qT . Hence, Spz, rxq is a measure of the conditional treatment effect. Let Sp1qpz, rxq
denote the partial derivative of Spz, rxq with respect to z. Furthermore, we define
D “ a1E
 rxrxTfp0|rxqEpY ˚2
1
` Y ˚2
0
|z “ 0, rxq(, (11)
Q “ a2E
 rxrxTfp0|rxqSp1qp0, rxq(, (12)
where fpz|rxq denotes the conditional probability density function of z given rx, a1 “ 2 ştK 1pνqu2dν,
and a2 “
ş
νK2pνqdν, with K 1p¨q and K2p¨q denoting the first- and second-derivative of Kp¨q,
respectively. Note thatD and Q both depend on unknown functions, e.g., fpz|rxq, and are com-
plex to approximate analytically. This motivates us to consider a bootstrap approach for inference
procedure.
Theorem 2. AssumeKp¨q satisfies (K1) – (K3) for some b ě 2, hn “ opn´1{p2b`1qq and n´1h´4n “
op1q. Then under (A1) – (A5),
(1)
?
nhnprβn ´ rβ0q Ñ Np0,Q´1DQ´1q in distribution as nÑ8.
(2)
?
ntVnppβnq´V pβ0qu Ñ Np0, Uq in distribution as nÑ8, where Vnp¨q is defined in (4)
and U “ VartY ˚pdβ0qu ` EtpY ˚pdβ0q2u.
Remark 1. Theorem 2 implies that rβn achieves a convergence rate arbitrarily close to n´b{p2b`1q.
The cumulative distribution function of Np0, 1q satisfies these regularity conditions with b “ 2,
and would produce a convergence rate arbitrarily close to n´2{5. With a carefully designed
Kp¨q function which satisfied (K1) – (K3) with b sufficiently large, the convergence rate can be
further improved. For example, Kpvq “ “0.5 ` 105
64
tv
5
´ 5
3
pv
5
q3 ` 7
5
pv
5
q5 ´ 3
7
pv
5
q7u‰Ip´5 ď v ď
5q ` Ipv ą 5q satisfies (K1) – (K3) with b “ 4. This choice leads to a convergence rate of
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n´4{9. This function first appeared in Horowitz [1992], which dealt with smoothing estimator in
a different setting. Our setting and proofs are very different. Especially, our proofs substantially
simplified the traditional methods for handling a smoothed objective function. Example 2 in
Section S7 of the supplementary material demonstrates that the performance of the smoothed
estimator is not sensitive to the choice of Kp¨q in finite samples. We would recommend the
distribution function of N(0,1) as the default choice due to its simplicity, which we observe to
have satisfactory performance in a variety of settings.
Remark 2. The key components of the proofs are modern empirical process techniques. In par-
ticular, we introduce some recent empirical process results [Giné and Sang, 2010, Mason, 2012]
on VC classes of functions that involve smoothing parameters, which were originally developed
for uniform asymptotics with data-driven bandwidth selection and have not been applied to the
types of problems considered here. These new techniques lead to simpler proof and are of inde-
pendent interest. Our technical derivation for this and other results in the paper employ recent
techniques developed by Giné and Sang [2010] and Mason [2012] for VC classes of functions
that involve smoothing parameters, see Appendix A. Carefully handling function classes involv-
ing a smoothing parameter is nontrivial. The literature usually either impose a lower positive
bound on h to avoid the process to blow up or requires more involved computation on the entropy
bound for such classes. In contrast, the new techniques are based on a geometric argument and
avoid the usually intensive entropy computation. The asymptotic normality result in part (2) of
the theorem is mostly due to the fact the estimated value function Vnpβq is a sample average of
functions that enjoy the Donsker property. Furthermore, the population value function V pβq has
gradient zero at the true value β0.
3.2 Justification for Resampling-based Inference
Let r1, ..., rn be a random sample from a distribution of a positive random variable with mean
one and variance one. Assume the random weights r1, ..., rn are independent of the data. Recall
that
pβ˚n “ argmax
βPB
ĂM˚n pβq “ argmax
βPB
2
n
nÿ
i“1
rip2Ai ´ 1qK
´xTi β
hn
¯
Yi.
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Hence, two different sources of randomness contribute to the distribution of pβ˚n in this setup: one
due to the random data and the other due to the random weights.
We next provide a rigorous justification for the validity of the bootstrap procedures proposed
in Section 2.3. We establish that the bootstrap distribution asymptotically imitates the distribution
of the original estimator. Let r “ tr1, . . . , rnu be the collection of the random bootstrap weights
and w “ tW1, . . . ,Wnu be the random sample of observations, whereWi “ pxi, Ai, Yiq.
Given a sequence of random variables Rn, n “ 1, . . . , n, we write Rn “ oprp1q if for any
ǫ ą 0, δ ą 0, we have PwpPr|wp|Rn| ą ǫq ą δq Ñ 0 as nÑ 8. In the bootstrap literature, Rn is
said to converge to zero in probability, conditional on the data.
Theorem 3. Under (A1) – (A3), (A6) and assumeKp¨q satisfies (K1), then
(1) pβ˚n “ pβn ` oprp1q;
(2)
?
n
 
V ˚n ppβnq ´ Vnppβnq( “ Np0, Uq ` oprp1q .
Part (2) of Theorem 3 suggests that we can use the perturbed value function defined in (9)
with the plugged-in estimator pβn to estimate the asymptotic variance of the estimated optimal
value in Theorem 2. This establishes the asymptotic validity of the confidence interval in (10),
which allows for inference for the value function. The validity of the confidence interval in (8)
for β0 is ensured by Theorem 4 below.
Theorem 4. AssumeKp¨q satisfies (K1) – (K3) for some b ě 2, hn “ opn´1{p2b`1qq, and logpnq “
opnh4nq. Under (A1) - (A6),
?
nhnprβ˚n ´ rβnq “ Np0,Q´1DQ´1q ` oprp1q.
Remark 3. The proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 are given in Section S2 of the online supplementary
material. We make use of the recent results in which allow for using an unconditional argument to
derive conditional results. The use of the unconditional argument can be particularly convenient
to combine with the Donsker class properties.
To better understand the behavior of the proposed inference procedure, we also study the
properties of the smoothed estimator and its bootstrapped version under a moving parameter or
local asymptotic framework. See Section S4 of the online supplementary material.
4 Simulation Results
We generate random data from the model Y “ exppxTηq ` AxTβ ` ǫ, where ǫ „ Np0, 1q,
x “ px0, x1, x2, x3qT “ px0, rxT qT , x0 “ 1 and rx follows a 3-dimensional multivariate normal
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distribution with mean zero and identity covariance matrix. We set η “ p´1,´0.5, 0.5,´0.5qT ,
and consider two settings for β. In setting 1, we have β “ p´2,´2, 2, 2qT ; while in setting 2 we
have β “ p´2,´2, 2, 0qT with x3 being an inactive variable for the optimal treatment regime.
The optimal treatment regime is given by IpxTβ ď 0q. As discussed in Section 2.1, for identifi-
ability, we adopt the normalization |β1| “ 1, corresponding to the coefficient of the continuous
covariate x1. Under this normalization, the population parameter indexing the optimal treatment
regime is βopt “ pβopt0 , βopt1 , βopt2 , βopt3 q “ p´1,´1, 1, 1q in setting 1, and p´1,´1, 1, 0q in set-
ting 2. We consider 1000 simulation runs and three different sample sizes n “ 300, 500, 1000
in the simulation experiments. The confidence intervals are constructed based on 500 bootstrap
estimates for each simulation run. That is, for each simulation run, we generate 500 independent
samples of size n of positive random weights from a distribution with mean one and variance one
and apply them to weight the original observations according to (7).
We first study the finite sample performance of the smoothed robust estimator in Section 2.3.
The smoothed robust estimator is computed using the proximal algorithm in Section 2.4, where
we choose Kp¨q to be the cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution and
set hn “ 0.9n´0.2mint stdpxTi βq, IQRpxTi βq{1.34u, as suggested in Silverman [1986], where
“std” denotes the standard deviation function, and “IQR” denotes the interquartile range.The
initial estimator β0 in the proximal algorithm is set as p0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0qT . We compare the smoothed
estimator with three alternative estimators. The first is the nonsmoothed estimator in (5), which
was computed using the genetic algorithm, using the “genoud” function in R package “rgenoud”
[Mebane, Jr. and Sekhon, 2011], as suggested in Zhang et al. [2012]. The second is the estimator
based on the hinge loss [Zhao et al., 2012], calculated using the function owl in the R package
DTRlearn2 [Chen et al., 2019]. The third is the estimator using logistic loss, calculated using the
function glmnet in the R package glmnet [Friedman et al., 2010]. Table 1 reports the bias and
standard deviation of the estimate for the parameters indexing the optimal treatment regime, the
match ratio (percentage of times the estimated optimal treatment regimematches the theoretically
optimal treatment regime), and the bias and standard deviation of the estimated optimal value.
The results in Table 1 demonstrates that the smoothed robust estimate has smaller bias and
substantially smaller standard deviation comparing with theother three estimators, particular for
the smaller sample size setting. It also leads to higher match ratio. Estimators using hinge loss
and logistic loss are even not consistent when the sample size increases. For n “ 300, we observe
that in one or two of the 100 simulation runs the non-smooth estimator converges to the negative
12
Table 1: Monte Carlo estimates of the bias and standard deviation of the estimate for the param-
eters indexing the optimal treatment regime, the match ratio (percentage of times the estimated
optimal treatment regime matches the theoretically optimal treatment regime), and the bias and
standard deviation of the estimated optimal value.
n Method β
opt
0 β
opt
1 β
opt
2 β
opt
3 Match Ratio Vnppβnq
Setting 1
300
Smooth -0.05 (0.30) 0 (0) 0.01 (0.27) 0.04 (0.31) 99.35% -0.02 (0.17)
Nonsmooth -0.29 (1.45) 0.00 (0.09) 0.12 (1.21) 0.24 (1.43) 96.67% 0.06 (0.17)
Hinge -0.46 (0.41) 0 (0) 0.04 (0.27) -0.04 (0.29) 91.85% -0.05 (0.18)
Logistic -0.46 (0.47) 0 (0) 0.06 (0.42) 0.26 (0.57) 94.17% -0.02 (0.18)
500
Smooth -0.01 (0.19) 0 (0) 0.01 (0.20) 0.02 (0.22) 99.73% 0.00 (0.13)
Nonsmooth -0.15 (0.41) 0 (0) 0.06 (0.36) 0.13 (0.42) 98.19% 0.05 (0.13)
Hinge -0.37 (0.30) 0 (0) 0.01 (0.18) -0.06 (0.20) 92.93% -0.03 (0.13)
Logistic -0.41 (0.29) 0 (0) 0.04 (0.30) 0.23 (0.36) 94.61% -0.01 (0.13)
1000
Smooth -0.01 (0.14) 0 (0) 0.00 (0.13) 0.01 (0.15) 99.88% -0.01 (0.09)
Nonsmooth -0.07 (0.24) 0 (0) 0.02 (0.22) 0.06 (0.25) 99.04% 0.03 (0.09)
Hinge -0.36 (0.24) 0 (0) 0.01 (0.13) -0.07 (0.14) 92.95% -0.04 (0.09)
Logistic -0.38 (0.19) 0 (0) 0.02 (0.19) 0.18 (0.23) 94.61% -0.02 (0.09)
Setting 2
300
Smooth 0.04 (0.26) 0 (0) 0.02 (0.24) 0.02 (0.18) 99.35% -0.01 (0.15)
Nonsmooth -0.26 (0.76) 0.00 (0.06) 0.11 (0.71) 0.11 (0.37) 95.78% 0.07 (0.15)
Hinge -3.33 (79.42) 0 (0) 0.01 (0.22) -0.09 (0.16) 76.19% -0.06 (0.16)
Logistic -0.67 (5.13) 0.00 (0.06) 0.18 (3.33) 0.23 (2.96) 90.20% -0.02 (0.16)
500
Smooth 0.02 (0.19) 0 (0) 0.02 (0.18) 0.00 (0.13) 99.65% -0.01 (0.11)
Nonsmooth -0.16 (0.52) 0 (0) 0.06 (0.42) 0.06 (0.24) 97.37% 0.05 (0.11)
Hinge -0.64 (1.11) 0 (0) 0.02 (0.16) -0.10 (0.12) 88.59% -0.07 (0.12)
Logistic -0.43 (0.29) 0 (0) 0.03 (0.30) 0.12 (0.20) 92.08% -0.03 (0.12)
1000
Smooth -0.01 (0.14) 0 (0) 0.01 (0.13) 0.00 (0.09) 99.79% -0.01 (0.08)
Nonsmooth -0.08 (0.21) 0 (0) 0.03 (0.22) 0.04 (0.17) 98.55% 0.03 (0.08)
Hinge -0.56 (0.24) 0 (0) 0.01 (0.12) -0.10 (0.08) 89.69% -0.06 (0.09)
Logistic -0.43 (0.20) 0 (0) 0.03 (0.20) 0.11 (0.15) 92.13% -0.03 (0.09)
of the true value of β
opt
1 (i.e., the algorithm converges to 1 when the true value is -1), which
causes the non-zero variance. This is probably due to the fact nonsmooth estimation is less stable
when the sample size is relatively small. In addition, the expected value functions with the true
parameter βopt and random policy are simulated via Monte Carlo simulation with 107 replicates;
for Setting 1, the optimal value turns out to be 1.14, and the value function with random policy
is -0.47; and for Setting 2, the true optimal value is 0.93, and the value function with random
policy is -0.29. When taking the computation time into consideration, the nonsmoothed estimator
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requires about 4 seconds for each run, while the smoothed estimator only needs 0.002 seconds.
This suggests a substantial reduction in computational costs.
We next investigate the bootstrap confidence interval in Section 2.3. We construct 95% boot-
strap confidence intervals for the parameters indexing the optimal treatment regime. Table 2
summarizes the empirical coverage probabilities and average interval lengths. We observe that
the coverage probabilities are above 92.2% for sample sizes 500 and 1000, and above 91% for
sample size 300. Despite the slight under coverage, the lengths of the confidence intervals are
reasonable. As sample size increases, the length of the confidence interval decreases significantly.
Accurate finite-sample coverage is harder to achieve due to the model-free, nonparametric nature
of our approach. See similar observations in simulations focusing on non-regularity settings for
dynamic treatment regimes, for instance, Laber et al. [2014] and Chakraborty et al. [2013]. As
for computation time, on average one bootstrap run takes less than 0.2 seconds.
Table 2: Empirical coverage probabilities and average interval lengths of the 95% bootstrap
confidence intervals for βopt
n β
opt
0
β
opt
1
β
opt
2
β
opt
3
Setting 1
300
Coverage Rate 92.6% 100% 93.2% 91.0%
Average Length 1.36 0 1.26 1.38
500
Coverage Rate 92.2% 100% 93.0% 92.6%
Average Length 0.81 0 0.79 0.84
1000
Coverage Rate 92.6% 100% 94.0% 93.4%
Average Length 0.54 0 0.53 0.56
Setting 2
300
Coverage Rate 93.4% 100% 92.6% 95.8%
Average Length 1.12 0 1.01 0.71
500
Coverage Rate 94.2% 100% 93.8% 94.6%
Average Length 0.75 0 0.72 0.51
1000
Coverage Rate 94.0% 100% 93.0% 95.4%
Average Length 0.50 0 0.48 0.35
Finally, we explore several nonregular settings, where the optimal treatment regimes may be
nonunique, motivated by Laber et al. [2014]. In these cases, the parameter indexing the optimal
treatment regime is not uniquely identifiable but inference for the optimal value may still be fea-
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sible. We focus here on the bootstrap confidence interval for the optimal value. In setting 3,
the same data generative model as before is used with β “ p1, 2, 0.02, 0qT . For setting 4 and 5,
β “ p´1, 1, 0, 0qT , however, the first random covariate x1 is generated from the discrete uniform
distribution on the set t´1, 0, 1, 2u and t1, 2u, respectively, instead of the standard normal dis-
tribution. For completeness, the bootstrap confidence intervals for the optimal value in setting 1
and setting 2 are also studied.
Let p denote the probability of generating a covariate vector x such that xTβ “ 0. This
is a useful measure of the nonregularity of the model [Laber et al., 2014]. According to this
measurement, setting 1 – 3 are regular (R) cases with p “ 0; while setting 4 and 5 are nonregular
(NR) with p “ 0.25 for setting 4 and p “ 0.5 for setting 5.
Table 3 summarizes the empirical coverage rate and average length for the 95% bootstrap
confidence intervals for the optimal value functions. The results demonstrate that the bootstrap
confidence intervals for the optimal value have desirable coverage rates with reasonable interval
lengths, even in the nonregular cases. For comparison, we also report the percentage of times
these bootstrap confidence would cover the value function from a random policy. The percent-
age is really low, which implies that the proposed method performs much better than random
assignment even in the nonregular cases.
Table 3: Empirical coverage probabilities and average interval lengths of the 95% confidence
intervals for V pβoptq
Setting 1 2 3 4 5
n Type R R R NR NR
300
Coverage Rate 93.0% 92.6% 96.4% 97.2% 95.4%
Average Length 0.67 0.61 0.78 0.40 0.41
CR for random policy 0% 0% 0% 0% 31.2%
500
Coverage Rate 93.8% 94.0% 96.0% 95.2% 94.4%
Average Length 0.52 0.47 0.62 0.31 0.31
CR for random policy 0% 0% 0% 0% 12.4%
1000
Coverage Rate 93.6% 95.4% 97.0% 96.0% 96.0%
Average Length 0.37 0.33 0.43 0.22 0.22
CR for random policy 0% 0% 0% 0% 0.8%
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5 A Real Data Example
We analyze a clinical data set from the Childhood Adenotonsillectomy Trial (CHAT). This is a
randomized study designed to test whether early adenotonsillectomy (eAT, denoted as treatment
1) is helpful to improve neurocognitive functioning, behavior and quality of life for children with
mild to moderate obstructive sleep apnea, compared with watchful waiting plus supportive care
(WWSC, denoted as treatment 0), see Marcus et al. [2013]. In this trial, 464 children with mild
to moderate obstructive sleep apnea syndrome, ages 5 to 9.9 years, were randomly assigned to
eAT and WWSC. Some biochemical and neurocognitive test results were recorded before the
treatment and seven months after the treatment.
We consider the baseline Apnea-Hypopnea Index (AHI), with a natural log-transformation as
recommended by Marcus et al. [2013], as an explanatory variable. AHI is the number of apneas
or hypopneas recorded during the study per hour of sleep. It is an important measurement of
the quality of sleep and is commonly used by doctors to classify the severity of sleep apnea.
Marcus et al. [2013] suggested that black children tend to experience different improvements
with eAT comparing with children from other races. We hence include race (binary, 1=African
American, 0 for others) as another covariate. For the outcome variable, to balance the benefits and
adverse effects from eAT, we adopt a composite score. The composite score uses the ratio of the
follow-up AHI and baseline AHI (both with natural log-transformations) as an effective measure
of benefit. On the other hand, it takes into account the adverse events documented according to
the CHAT study manual of procedures as penalty.
We estimate the optimal treatment regime in the class of treatment regimes D “ tIpβ0 `
β1AHI ` β2race ą 0q : |β1| “ 1u. The kernel function Kp¨q and the bandwidth selection are
the same as in Section 4. The smoothed estimator for the baseline AHI is normalized to 1, the
race is 0.56, with p0.34, 0.97q as the 95% bootstrap confidence interval, and the intercept is 0.39,
with confidence interval p0.22, 0.65q. The confidence intervals suggest that the coefficients are
all significantly different from 0. The analysis suggests that it is reasonable to assign WWSC to
those children with milder symptoms (lower AHI). It also suggests that black children display
more improvement in the AHI scale with eAT. The results are consistent with those observed
empirically in Redline et al. [2011], Marcus et al. [2013] and Dean et al. [2016]. The average
outcome with randomized treatment is 0.288. The estimated average outcome corresponding
to the estimated optimal treatment regime is 0.063, with a 95% bootstrap confidence interval
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p´0.126, 0.260q. This suggested a significant reduction of the composite outcome score when
applying the optimal treatment regime.To compare with the smoothed estimator, we also calcu-
late the nonsmoothed estimator, whose coefficients are 1 for baseline AHI, -0.19 for the race,
and -0.40 for the intercept. Its estimated optimal value is -0.034. The nonsmoothed estimators
are significantly different from the smoothed ones. In Example 4 of Section S7 in the supple-
mentary, we demonstrate based on five-fold cross-validation that for this real data example, the
nonsmoothed estimator is quite unstable.
6 Discussions
6.1 Extension to other settings
The method we propose can be extended to observational studies using the inverse probability
weighting approach. Assume the propensity score πpxq “ P pA “ 1|xq can be modeled as
πpx, ξq where ξ is a finite-dimensional parameter (e.g., via logistic regression). Let pξ be an esti-
mate of ξ. Under the commonly adopted assumption of no unmeasured confounding, a smoothed
robust estimator for β0 can be constructed as
argmax
βPB
n´1
nÿ
i“1
“
AiK
`xT
i
β
hn
˘` p1´ Aiq 1´K`xTi βhn ˘(‰Yi
Aiπpx, pξq ` p1´ Aiqp1´ πpx, pξqq . (13)
Example 3 in Section S7 of the supplementary material confirms that this smoothed estimator
provides accurate estimation for the optimal treatment regime when the propensity score model
is correctly specified. The estimator in (13) can also be extended to be doubly robust similarly
as in Zhang et al. [2012]. Due to the presence of nuisance parameter, the theory of asymptotic
normality and inference is more technically involved. This will be a future research topic.
It is worth pointing out that our method is applicable to binary response, as binary random
variable is sub-Gaussian after centering. Example 1 in Section S7 of the supplementary materiel
demonstrates that our estimation and inference procedures work effectively for binary responses.
For survival outcome under random censoring, our method can be extended to obtain a robust
procedure for estimating the optimal treatment regime maximizing the restricted mean survival
time, similarly as in Zhao et al. [2015b]. Let rT denote the survival time. Let T “ mintrT , τu be
the outcome of interest, where τ is the time till the end of the study. Let C denote the censoring
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time and ∆ “ IpT ă Cq be the censoring indicator. We observe Y “ mintT, Cu. Based on the
observed data tYi,xi,∆i, Aiu, i “ 1, . . . , n from a randomized trial, the smoothed estimator can
be constructed as
argmax
βPB
2
n
nÿ
i“1
“
AiK
`xT
i
β
hn
˘` p1´ Aiq 1´K`xTi βhn ˘(‰pGCpYi|x, Aq ∆iYi,
where GCpt|x, Aq “ P pC ą t|x, Aq is the conditional survival function of the censoring time C
given pX, Aq, and pGCp¨|x, Aq is an estimator of GCp¨|x, Aq.
6.2 On the identifiability condition
The asymptotic normality results can be established under alternative identifiability constraint
such as the requirement that the L1{L2 norm of β is 1, or identifiability of β up to a scale.
However, this usually leads to more technically involved proof as β is constrained to be the
boundary point of a unit sphere and V pβq does not have a derivative at β. This issue was often
ignored in the theory development in many existing literature, which only adjust for the constraint
in an ad-hoc way in the numerical implementation. See Zhu and Xue [2006] for more discussions
in an index model setting and a careful delete-one-component method to handle this rigorously.
For identifiability, we assume that there exists a covariate whose conditional distribution given
the other covariates is absolutely continuous. This is a common assumption for index model and
is satisfied in many real applications. In practice, domain experts may help suggest such a candi-
date continuous covariate and the statisticians can run confirmatory analysis (e.g., comparing the
conditional treatment effect conditional on this covariate) to verify if this is a viable choice. In
the case when all relevant covarites are discrete (e.g, gender, race), the problem reduces to com-
paring a finite number of decision rules and the main target of inference is arguably the optimal
value. Our simulation settings 4 & 5 only include discrete variables in the optimal regime. The
simulation results in Table 3 show that our proposed bootstrap confidence interval still provides
reasonable empirical coverage probability for the optimal value in discrete cases.
6.3 Non-regular settings
The optimal treatment regime may not be unique if there exists a subpopulation who responds
similarly to the two treatment options. In such a setting, the complexity of nonregularity arises,
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see the discussions in Robins [2004], Moodie and Richardson [2010], Laber et al. [2014], Song et al.
[2015], and Luedtke and Van Der Laan [2016]. Uniform inference under nonregularity or excep-
tional laws is a challenging problem.
Although our theory does not apply to this scenario, our simulation results show that our
bootstrap confidence interval for the optimal value function displays a fair degree of robustness in
the two examples where nonregularity occurs. As an example, in simulation setting 5, if x1 “ 1,
then the subject responds the same to the two treatment options; while if x1 “ 2, the subject
benefits from treatment 1. There are four decision rules of interest for this example. The optimal
treatment rule is nonunique as one may assign either treatment 0 (say no treatment or a standard,
less expensive treatment) or treatment 1 to those subjects with x1 “ 1. A relative simple approach
to breaking the nonuniqueness is to introduce a secondary criterion. For example, one may argue
that under the principle of avoiding over-treatment, there exists a unique optimal decision rule
of interest, in this case Ipx1 “ 2q, which would not assign treatment 1 when ambiguity exists
in order to reduce costs and avoid potential risks. Based on the sample, this unique optimal
treatment regime can be consistently estimated by selecting the decision rule that maximizes the
sample average treatment effect while treating the smallest proportion of the population.
There are additional inference targets that have rarely been discussed in the literature, that
is, inference about the linear combination in the rule xTβ or about the rule itself IpxTβ ą 0q.
These two quantities are of interest in clinical practice as they indicate how much confidence we
can put on the prescribed optimal decision. We are currently studying these inference problems
and will report the results in a future article.
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A Regularity Conditions and Useful Lemmas
We first state some regularity conditions, where (K1)–(K3) are assumptions imposed on Kp¨q,
while (A1)–(A6) are assumptions imposed on the data.
(K1) Kp¨q is twice differentiable, Kp¨q, K 1p¨q and K2p¨q all bounded variation on the real line.
Furthermore, lim
νÑ´8
Kpνq “ 0, lim
νÑ8
Kpνq “ 1; ştK 1pνqu2dν and ştK2pνqu2dν are both finite.
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(K2) For some integer b ě 2, and any 1 ď i ď b, ş |νiK 1pνq|dν ă 8; ş8´8 νiK 1pνqdν “ 0 for
1 ď i ď b´ 1 and ş8´8 νbK 1pνqdν “ d ‰ 0.
(K3) For any integer i between 0 and b, any η ą 0, and any sequence thnu converging to 0,
lim
nÑ8
hi´bn
ş
|hnv|ąη |νiK 1pνq|dν “ 0, and limnÑ8h
´1
n
ş
|hnν|ąη |K2pνq|dν “ 0.
(A1) µpa,xq is bounded for almost all x, and a “ 0, 1; Y ˚a ´ µpa,xq, a “ 0, 1, has a sub-
Gaussian distribution for almost every x.
(A2) The support of the distribution of x is not contained in any proper linear subspace of Rp.
For almost every rx, the distribution of x1 conditional on rx has everywhere a positive density.
The components of rx are bounded byMx.
(A3) Let Spz, rxq “ EtY ˚1 ´ Y ˚0 |z, rxu, where z “ xTβ0. For almost every rx, Sp0, rxq “ 0. And
for every ǫ ą 0, sup||β´β0||ąǫ EtIpxTβ ą 0qSpz, rxqfpz|rxqu ă EtIpxTβ0 ą 0qSpz, rxqfpz|rxqu.
(A4) Given any integer 0 ď i ď b´ 1, for all z in a neighborhood of 0, f piqpz|rxq is a continuous
function of z and satisfies |f piqpz|rxq| ăMf for almost every rx, whereMf ą 0 is a constant.
(A5) Let Spiqp0, rxq, i “ 0, 1, . . . , b, denote the ith partial derivative of Spz, rxq with respect to
z. For 0 ď i ď b, for all z in a neighborhood of 0, Spiqpz, rxq is a continuous function of z
and satisfies |Spiqpz, rxq| ă MS for almost every rx, where Ms ą 0 is a constant. The matrices
EtrxrxTfp0|rxqSp1qp0, rxqu and ´EtrxrxT prxT rβ0qfp0|rxqSp1qp0, rxqu are negative definite.
(A6) The random weights r1, ..., rn form a random sample from a distribution of a positive ran-
dom variable with mean one and variance one. Assume that ri ´ Epriq has a sub-Gaussian
distribution, i “ 1, . . . , n.
Remark 4. The bounded variation assumption on Kp¨q, K 1p¨q and K2p¨q are relatively weak
(Chapter 6, Apostol et al. [1974]). This and other assumptions in (K1)-(K2) are satisfied if Kp¨q
is taken to be the distribution function of standard normal distribution (b “ 2q or the function in
Remark 1 (b “ 4). However, Kp¨q is not required to be a cumulative distribution function. The
bounded variation assumption implies thatKp¨q, |K 1p¨q| and |K2p¨q| are uniformly bounded. Our
assumptions on the data are also relatively mild. Condition (A1) imposes mild assumption on the
tail distribution of Y ˚a ´ µpa,xq, a “ 0, 1, and allows for both normal distribution and many
other nonnormal distributions. Condition (A3) is a margin type condition to ensure identification
of β0.
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Let
G “ AIpxTβ ą 0qY ` p1´ AqIpxTβ ď 0qY : β P B(,
G˚ “
!
pr ´ 1qtAIpxTβ ą 0q ` p1´ AqIpxTβ ď 0quY : β P B
)
.
It is easy to see G and G˚ are both Donsker classes of functions. Next, we state a useful lemma
concerning the Donsker properties of several other classes of functions that involve a smoothing
parameter, as well as four technical lemmas that are useful for the proof of the main theorems and
are proved based on the Donsker properties using empirical processes techniques. Their proofs
can be found in the online supplementary material.
Lemma A1. Under (K1), (A1)-(A3), the following six classes of functions are Donsker classes.
F “ p2A´ 1qK`xTβ
h
˘
Y : β P B, h P p0, 1s(,
F˚ “ rp2A´ 1qK`xTβ
h
˘
Y : β P B, h P p0, 1s(,
H “ p2A´ 1qK 1`z `ψT rx
h
˘rxY : ψ P Ψ, h P p0, 1s(,
H˚ “ rp2A´ 1qK 1`xTβ
h
˘rxY : β P B, h P p0, 1s(,
Q “ p2A´ 1qK2`xTβ
h
˘rxrxTY : β P B, h P p0, 1s(,
Q˚ “ rp2A´ 1qK2`xTβ
h
˘rxrxTY : β P B, h P p0, 1s(,
where Ψ “ tψ : ψ P Rp´1, ||ψ|| ď η
2
?
p´1Mx u, with || ¨ || denoting the l2 norm.
Lemma A2. Let Gipxi,β, hnq “ p2Ai ´ 1qK
`xTi β
hn
˘
Yi ´ E
 p2Ai ´ 1qIpxTi β ą 0qYi(. Under
Assumptions (A1)-(A3) and (K1), sup
βPB
ˇˇ
n´1
řn
i“1Gipxi,β, hnq
ˇˇ pÝÑ 0.
Lemma A3. For any θ P Rp´1, let Rnpθq “ 2nh2n
řn
i“1p2Ai ´ 1qK 1
`
zi
hn
` θT rxi˘rxiYi. let η ą 0
be such that Sp1qpz, rxq, Sp2qpz, rxq, and f p1qpz|rxq exist and are uniformly bounded for almost
every rx if |z| ď η. Define Θn “  θ : θ P Rp´1, hn||θ|| ď η2?p´1Mx(. Assume the conditions of
Theorem 2 are satisfied, then (1) sup
θPΘn
||Rnpθq ´ ERnpθq|| pÝÑ 0. (2) There are finite numbers α1
and α2 such that for all θ P Θn, ||ERnpθq ´Qθ|| ď op1q ` α1hn||θ|| ` α2hn||θ||2 uniformly
over θ P Θn.
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Lemma A4. Define G˚i pxi,β, hnq “ p2Ai ´ 1qriK
`xTi β
hn
˘
Yi ´ E
 
rip2Ai ´ 1qIpxTi β ą 0qYi
(
.
Under Assumptions (A1)-(A3) and (K1), sup
βPB
ˇˇ
n´1
řn
i“1G
˚
i pxi,β, hnq
ˇˇ “ oprwp1q, where oprwp1q
denotes a random sequence that converges to zero in probability with respect to the joint distri-
bution of pr, wq.
Lemma A5. Assume the conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied, then pnhnq1{2
 
T ˚n ppβn; hnq ´
T ˚n pβ0; hnq
( “ oprp1q, where T ˚n pβ, hnq is defined as follows:
T ˚n pβ; hnq “
BĂM˚n pβ, hnq
B rβ “ 2n
nÿ
i“1
rip2Ai ´ 1qK 1
`xTi β
hn
˘ rxi
hn
Yi.
Supplementary material
The supplementary material is constructed as follows. Section S1 presents and proves several
useful lemmas. Section S2 proves Theorem 1–4 in the main paper. The additional technical
lemmas appeared in Section S2 are proved in Section S3. In Section S4, we study the proper-
ties of the smoothed estimator and its bootstrapped version under a moving parameter or local
asymptotic framework. Proofs of Theorem 5 and Theorem 6 in Section S4 are given in Sec-
tion S5. Section S6 presents the pseudo codes for the proximal algorithm in Section 2.4 of the
main paper. Section S7 presents some additional numerical results.
S1 Some Useful Lemmas
Lemma S1. E
“ 
IpA “ 1qIpxTβ ą 0q ` IpA “ 0qIpxTβ ď 0q(Y ‰ “ 1
2
V pβq.
Proof of Lemma S1: By the iterative expectation formula,
E
“ 
IpA “ 1qIpxTβ ą 0q ` IpA “ 0qIpxTβ ď 0q(Y ‰
“EA,x
“ 
IpA “ 1qIpxTβ ą 0q ` IpA “ 0qIpxTβ ď 0q(EpY |A,xq‰
“EA,x
 
IpA “ 1qIpxTβ ą 0qµp1,xq ` IpA “ 0qIpxTβ ď 0qµp0,xq(
“1
2
Ex
 
IpxTβ ą 0qµp1,xq ` IpxTβ ď 0qµp0,xq( “ 1
2
V pβq.
l
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Let
G “ AIpxTβ ą 0qY ` p1´ AqIpxTβ ď 0qY : β P B(,
G˚ “
!
pr ´ 1qtAIpxTβ ą 0q ` p1´ AqIpxTβ ď 0quY : β P B
)
.
It is easy to see G and G˚ are both Donsker classes of functions. Next, we state a useful lemma
concerning the Donsker properties of several other classes of functions that involve a smoothing
parameter, as well as four technical lemmas that are useful for the proof of the main theorems and
are proved based on the Donsker properties using empirical processes techniques. Their proofs
can be found in the following.
Lemma A1. Under (K1), (A1)-(A3), the following six classes of functions are Donsker classes.
F “ p2A´ 1qK`xTβ
h
˘
Y : β P B, h P p0, 1s(,
F
˚ “ rp2A´ 1qK`xTβ
h
˘
Y : β P B, h P p0, 1s(,
H “ p2A´ 1qK 1`z `ψT rx
h
˘rxY : ψ P Ψ, h P p0, 1s(,
H
˚ “ rp2A´ 1qK 1`xTβ
h
˘rxY : β P B, h P p0, 1s(,
Q “ p2A´ 1qK2`xTβ
h
˘rxrxTY : β P B, h P p0, 1s(,
Q˚ “ rp2A´ 1qK2`xTβ
h
˘rxrxTY : β P B, h P p0, 1s(,
where Ψ “ tψ : ψ P Rp´1, ||ψ|| ď η
2
?
p´1Mx u, with || ¨ || denoting the l2 norm.
Proof of Lemma A1: We give below the proof for F . Proofs for the other classes of functions
are similar. Since Kp¨q is continuous, and has bounded variation on the real line, by Jordan’s
Theorem in Section 6.3 in Royden and Fitzpatrick [2010], there exist bounded, nondecreasing,
right continuous functions K1 and K2 on R such that K “ K1 ´ K2. Let F1 “
 p2A ´
1qK1
`
xTβ
h
˘
Y : β P B, h P p0, 1s(, and F2 “  p2A ´ 1qK2`xTβh ˘Y : β P B, h P p0, 1s(.
Furthermore, let F10 “ tK1
`
xTβ
h
˘
: β P B Ă Rp, h P p0, 1s(. We will first prove F10 is a VC
class by similar techniques as in Giné and Sang [2010] and Mason [2012]. It is sufficient to show
the collection of all subgraphs S0 “
! px, tq : K1`xTβh ˘ ă t( : K1`xTβh ˘ P F10) forms a VC
class of sets in X ˆ R.
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SinceK1p¨q is a bounded, nondecreasing function, assume lim
xÑ´8
K1pxq “ m1 and lim
xÑ8
K1pxq “
m2. Note that !
px, tq : K1
`xTβ
h
˘ ă t) “  px, tq : ´xTβ ` hK´11 ptq ą 0(,
whereK´11 ptq “ ´8 if t ď m1, isK´11 ptq form1 ă t ď m2 and is8 if t ą m2. Let ψβ,hpx, tq “
´xTβ ` hK´11 ptq, S1 “ tpx, tq : x P X , t P pm1, m2su and S2 “ tpx, tq : x P X , t ą m2u.
Then for any β P B Ă Rp, h P `0, 1‰,
!
px, tq : K1
`xTβ
h
˘ ă t) “  px, tq : ψβ,hpx, tqIppx, tq P S1q ą 0(Y S2.
Note that ψβ,hpx, tq is in a finite dimensional space of functions when restricted to S1. This
implies the collection
 px, tq : ψβ,hpx, tqIppx, tq P S1q ą 0( is a VC subgraph class (Lemma
2.6.15, van der Vaart and Wellner [1996]). tS2u is obviously VC. Hence, S0 is also VC, and
hence Donsker. As p2A ´ 1qY is square integrable and does not depend on pβ, hq, F1 is a
Donsker class with a square integrable envelope (Theorem 2.10.6, van der Vaart and Wellner
[1996]). Similarly, F2 is also a Donsker class. Then by the Donsker presentation property, F
is Donsker. l
Lemma A2. Let Gipxi,β, hnq “ p2Ai ´ 1qK
`xTi β
hn
˘
Yi ´ E
 p2Ai ´ 1qIpxTi β ą 0qYi(. Under
Assumptions (A1)-(A3) and (K1), sup
βPB
ˇˇ
n´1
řn
i“1Gipxi,β, hnq
ˇˇ pÝÑ 0.
Proof of Lemma A2: The Donsker property of F implies that as nÑ8,
sup
βPB
ˇˇˇ
2n´1
nÿ
i“1
”
p2Ai ´ 1qK
`xTi β
hn
˘
Yi ´ E
 p2Ai ´ 1qK`xTi β
hn
˘
Yi
(ıˇˇˇ pÝÑ 0.
It is sufficient to show
sup
βPB
ˇˇˇ
E
”
2p2Ai ´ 1q
 
K
`xTi β
hn
˘´ IpxTi β ą 0q(YiıˇˇˇÑ 0.
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Note that
E
”
2p2Ai ´ 1q
 
K
`xTi β
hn
˘´ IpxTi β ą 0q(Yiı
“ E
” 
K
`xTi β
hn
˘´ IpxTi β ą 0q( Y ˚i p1q ´ Y ˚i p0q(ı
“ E
” 
K
`xTi β
hn
˘´ IpxTi β ą 0q( µp1,xiq ´ µp0,xiq(ı.
According to (A1), we know that µpa,xq is bounded for almost all x, and a “ 0, 1.
sup
βPB
ˇˇˇ
E
”
2p2Ai ´ 1q
 
K
`xTi β
hn
˘´ IpxTi β ą 0q(Yiıˇˇˇ ď sup
βPB
cE
ˇˇˇ
K
`xTi β
hn
˘´ IpxTi β ą 0qˇˇˇ,
for some positive constant c. For any positive constant τ ,
sup
βPB
ˇˇˇ
E
”
2p2Ai ´ 1q
 
K
`xTi β
hn
˘´ IpxTi β ą 0q(Yiıˇˇˇ ď I1 ` I2,
where
I1 “ sup
βPB
cE
ˇˇˇ 
K
`xTi β
hn
˘´ IpxTi β ą 0q(Ip|xTi β| ě τqˇˇˇ,
I2 “ sup
βPB
cE
ˇˇˇ 
K
`xTi β
hn
˘´ IpxTi β ą 0q(Ip|xTi β| ă τqˇˇˇ.
By the property of Kp¨q, @τ ą 0, the expectation can be made arbitrary small, uniformly in
β, for all n ě n0, where n0 is a positive integer. So I1 Ñ 0. On the other hand,
I2 ď c sup
βPB
P
`|xTi β| ă τ˘ “ c sup
βPB
P p´τ ´ rxTi rβ ă x1 ă τ ` rxTi rβq ď c1τ.
As τ is an arbitrary positive constant, I2 Ñ 0. This proves the lemma. l
Lemma A3. For any θ P Rp´1, let Rnpθq “ 2nh2n
řn
i“1p2Ai ´ 1qK 1
`
zi
hn
` θT rxi˘rxiYi. let η ą 0
be such that Sp1qpz, rxq, Sp2qpz, rxq, and f p1qpz|rxq exist and are uniformly bounded for almost
every rx if |z| ď η. Define Θn “  θ : θ P Rp´1, hn||θ|| ď η2?p´1Mx(. Assume the conditions of
Theorem 2 are satisfied, then (1) sup
θPΘn
||Rnpθq ´ ERnpθq|| pÝÑ 0. (2) There are finite numbers α1
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and α2 such that for all θ P Θn, ||ERnpθq ´Qθ|| ď op1q ` α1hn||θ|| ` α2hn||θ||2 uniformly
over θ P Θn.
Proof of Lemma A3: (1) Let knipψq “ p2Ai ´ 1qK 1
`
zi`ψT rxi
h
˘rxiYi. It suffices to show that
sup
ψPΨ
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
pnh2nq´1
nÿ
i“1
 
knipψq ´ Eknipψq
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ pÝÑ 0,
where Ψ “  ψ : ψ P Rp´1, ||ψ|| ď η
2
?
p´1Mx
(
.
The Donsker property ofH implies that
sup
ψPΨ
sup
hPp0,1s
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
n´1
nÿ
i“1
 
knipψq ´ Eknipψq
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ “ Oppn´1{2q.
Then since hn Ñ 0 and nh4n Ñ8, we can derive that
sup
ψPΨ
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
pnh2nq´1
nÿ
i“1
 
knipψq ´ Eknipψq
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ď h´2n sup
ψPΨ
sup
hPp0,1s
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
n´1
nÿ
i“1
 
knipψq ´ Eknipψq
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
ď Oppn´1{2h´2n q “ opp1q.
(2) E
 
Rnpθq
( “ In1 ` In2, where
In1 “ 1
h2n
ż
|z|ďη
K 1
` z
hn
` θT rx˘rxSpz, rxqfpz|rxqdzdP prxq,
and
In2 “ 1
h2n
ż
|z|ąη
K 1
` z
hn
` θT rx˘rxSpz, rxqfpz|rxqdzdP prxq.
From (A4) and (A5), we can say that for someM ą 0,
||In2|| ď M
h2n
ż
|z|ąη
K 1
` z
hn
` θT rx˘dzdP prxq.
Let ζ “ z{hn ` θT rx. Since hn||θ|| ď η2?p´1Mx and ||rx|| ď ?p´ 1Mx by (A3), then |z| ą η
implies that
|ζ | ą η
2hn
, and ||In2|| ď M
hn
ż
hn|ζ|ąη{2
K 1pζqdζ.
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And from (K3), it converges to 0 as nÑ 8. Therefore,
lim
nÑ8
sup
θPΘn
||In2|| “ 0.
When |z| ď η, then we have:
Spz, rxqfpz|rxq “ Sp1qp0, rxqfp0|rxqz `  Sp1qp0, rxqf p1qpǫ2|rxq ` Sp1qpǫ1, rxqf p1qp0|rxq(z2,
where ǫ1 and ǫ2 are between 0 and z. So In1 “ Jn1 ` Jn2, where
Jn1 “ 1
h2n
ż
|z|ďη
K 1
` z
hn
` θT rx˘rxzSp1qp0, rxqfp0|rxqdzdP prxq
“
ż
|ζ´θT rx|ďη{hn K
1pζqSp1qp0, rxqfp0|rxqrxpζ ´ rxTθqdζdP prxq,
and
Jn2 “ 1
h2n
ż
|z|ąη
K 1
` z
hn
` θT rx˘rx Sp1qp0, rxqf p1qpǫ2|rxq ` Sp1qpǫ1, rxqf p1qp0|rxq(z2dzdP prxq
“ hn
ż
|ζ´θT rx|ąη{hn K
1pζqrx Sp1qp0, rxqf p1qpǫ2|rxq ` Sp1qpǫ1, rxqf p1qp0|rxq(pζ ´ rxTθq2dζdP prxq.
Since
ş
ζK 1pζqdζ “ 0 by (K2), and ˇˇhnθT rxˇˇ ď η{2,
ˇˇˇ ż
|ζ´θT rx|ďη{hn ζK
1pζqdζ
ˇˇˇ
ď
ż
|ζ|ďη{2hn
ˇˇ
ζK 1pζqˇˇdζ.
By (K2),
ş
|ζ|ďη{2hn
ˇˇ
ζK 1pζqˇˇdζ is bounded uniformly over n and θ P Θn, and converges to 0.
So
lim
nÑ8
sup
θPΘn
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ż
|ζ´θT rx|ďη{hn ζK
1pζqSp1qp0, rxqfp0|rxqrxdζdP prxqˇˇˇˇˇˇ “ 0.
In addition,
ˇˇˇ
θT rx´ θT rx ż
|ζ´θT rx|ďη{hn K
1pζqdζ
ˇˇˇ
ď ˇˇhnθT rxˇˇh´1n
ż
|ζ´θT rx|ďη{hn
ˇˇ
K 1pζqˇˇdζ ď η
2hn
ż
|ζ|ěη{p2hnq
ˇˇ
K 1pζqˇˇdζ.
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Similarly, we also have:
lim
nÑ8
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
sup
θPΘn
ż
|ζ´θT rx|ďη{hn ζK
1pζqSp1qp0, rxqfp0|rxqθT rxrxTdζdP prxq ´ θTQˇˇˇˇˇˇ “ 0.
Then for Jn2, there is some finiteM ą 0, and α1, α2 such that:
ˇˇˇˇ
Jn2
ˇˇˇˇ ďMhn ż
|ζ´θT rx|ąη{hn
ˇˇ
K 1pζqˇˇpζ ´ θT rxq2dζdP prxq ď op1q ` α1hn||θ|| ` α2hn||θ||2.
In conclusion,
ˇˇˇˇ
ERnpθq ´Qθ
ˇˇˇˇ ď op1q ` α1hn||θ|| ` α2hn||θ||2. l
Lemma A4. Define G˚i pxi,β, hnq “ p2Ai ´ 1qriK
`xT
i
β
hn
˘
Yi ´ E
 
rip2Ai ´ 1qIpxTi β ą 0qYi
(
.
Under Assumptions (A1)-(A3) and (K1), sup
βPB
ˇˇ
n´1
řn
i“1G
˚
i pxi,β, hnq
ˇˇ “ oprwp1q, where oprwp1q
denotes a random sequence that converges to zero in probability with respect to the joint distri-
bution of pr, wq.
Proof of Lemma A4: The Donsker property of F˚ implies that as nÑ8,
sup
βPB
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ2
n
nÿ
i“1
”
p2Ai ´ 1qriK
`xTi β
hn
˘
Yi ´ EwEr|w
 p2Ai ´ 1qriK`xTi β
hn
˘
Yi
(ıˇˇˇˇˇ “ oprwp1q.
It is sufficient to show
sup
βPB
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇEwEr|w”2p2Ai ´ 1qri K`xTi β
hn
˘´ IpxTi β ą 0q(Yiı
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
“ sup
βPB
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇEw”2p2Ai ´ 1q K`xTi β
hn
˘´ IpxTi β ą 0q(Yiı
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇÑ 0,
which is verified in Lemma A2. Hence the lemma is proved. l
Lemma A5. Assume the conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied, then pnhnq1{2
 
T ˚n ppβn; hnq ´
T ˚n pβ0; hnq
( “ oprp1q, where T ˚n pβ, hnq is defined as follows:
T ˚n pβ; hnq “
BĂM˚n pβ, hnq
B rβ “ 2n
nÿ
i“1
rip2Ai ´ 1qK 1
`xTi β
hn
˘ rxi
hn
Yi.
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Proof of Lemma A5: It follows from Lemma 3 of Cheng and Huang [2010] that it is sufficient
to prove
sup
||β´β0||ďCpnhnq´1{2
a
nhn
ˇˇˇˇ
T ˚n pβ; hnq ´ T ˚n pβ0; hnq
ˇˇˇˇ “ oprwp1q.
According to Lemma 9.14 in Kosorok [2010],H˚ is a bounded uniform entropy integral (BUEI)
class, and the proof of Lemma 9.13 implies that @ 0 ă ǫ ă 1, the ǫ-covering number of H˚
satisfies N
`
ǫ||F ||,H˚, LpP q˘ ď `A
ǫ
˘v
, for some positive constants A and v, and an envelop F .
Consider the stochastic process
f ÞÑ n´1{2
nÿ
i“1
fpWi, riq, f P H˚, Wi “ pAi,xi, Yiq.
Given Y,x, r all have sub-Gaussian distributions, pf ´ Pfq is a separable sub-Gaussian process.
SinceK2p¨q is bounded, we can derive by the Lipschitz property ofK 1p¨q that
||β ´ β0|| ď Cpnhnq´1{2 ùñ ||f ´ f0|| ď C 1pnh3nq´1{2.
By the property of the increments for the separable sub-Gaussian process (Corollary 2.2.8 in
van der Vaart and Wellner [1996]),
EwEr|w
”
sup
||f´f 1||ďC1pnh3nq´1{2
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
n´1{2
nÿ
i“1
“
fpWi, riq ´ EwEr|wf
‰´ n´1{2 nÿ
i“1
 
f 1pWi, riq ´ EwEr|wf 1
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇı
ď D
ż C1pnh3nq´1{2
0
a
logpA{ǫqvdǫ ď D1`nh3n˘´1{2
c
1
2
log
`
nh3n
˘
,
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for some positive constantsD and D1. Then by Markov inequlity, for any δ ą 0,
Pr,w
´
sup
||β´β0||ďCpnhnq´1{2
a
nhn
ˇˇˇˇ
T ˚n pβ; hnq ´ T ˚n pβ0; hnq
ˇˇˇˇ ą δ¯
ďPr,w
´
sup
||f´f0||ďC1pnh3nq´1{2
h´1{2n
ˇˇˇˇ
n´1{2
` nÿ
i“1
fpWi, riq ´
nÿ
i“1
f0pWi, riq
˘ˇˇˇˇ ą δ¯
ďpδh1{2n q´1EwEr|w
”
sup
||f´f0||ďC1pnh3nq´1{2
ˇˇˇˇ
n´1{2
 nÿ
i“1
fpwi, riq ´
nÿ
i“1
f0pWi, riq
(ˇˇˇˇı
ďpδh1{2n q´1EwEr|w
”
sup
||f´f0||ďC1pnh3nq´1{2
n´1{2
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
 
fpWi, riq ´ EwEr|wf
(´ nÿ
i“1
 
f0pWi, riq ´ EwEr|wf0
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇı
` pδh1{2n q´1 sup
||f´f0||ďC1pnh3nq´1{2
ˇˇˇˇ
n´1{2EwEr|wpf ´ f0q
ˇˇˇˇ
ďD1δ´1pnh4nq´1{2
c
1
2
log
`
nh3n
˘` C 1δ´1pnh2nq´1 Ñ 0,
given logpnq{nh4n “ opp1q, where Pr,wp¨q denotes probability with respect to the joint distribution
of pr, wq. The conclusion follows as δ ą 0 is arbitrary. l
S2 Proof of Theorems 1–4
Proof of Theorem 1: We observe that pβn maximizes ĂMnpβ, hnq over β P B. Lemma A2
implies that sup
βPB
ˇˇĂMnpβ, hnq ´Mpβqˇˇ Ñ 0 in probability as n Ñ 8, whereMpβq “ Etp2Ai ´
1qIpxTi β ą 0qYiu. Condition (A3) implies that for every ǫ ą 0, sup||β´β0||ąǫMpβq ă Mpβ0q.
Hence, pβn is consistent by Theorem 5.7 in van der Vaart [2000]. l
The asymptotic distribution of rβn depends critically on the properties of the gradient and the
Hessian matrix of the objective function. ĂMnpβ, hnq. Define
Tnpβ; hnq “ B
ĂMnpβ, hnq
B rβ “ 2n
nÿ
i“1
p2Ai ´ 1qK 1
`xTi β
hn
˘ rxi
hn
Yi, (S1)
Qnpβ; hnq “ B
2ĂMnpβ, hnq
B rβB rβT “ 2n
nÿ
i“1
p2Ai ´ 1qK2
`xTi β
hn
˘ rxirxTi
h2n
Yi. (S2)
Lemmas S2 and S3 below establish useful properties of Tnpβ; hnq and Qnpβ; hnq, respec-
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tively. The proofs of these two lemmas are given in Section S3.
Lemma S2. Assume the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied, then
lim
nÑ8
Etpnhnq1{2Tnpβ0; hnqu “ 0, and lim
nÑ8
Vartpnhnq1{2Tnpβ0; hnqu “D.
Lemma S3. Let βrn be any value between
pβn and β0. Assume the conditions of Theorem 2 are
satisfied, thenQnpβrn; hnq pÝÑ Q, whereQ is defined in (12).
Let V 2p¨q be the Hessian matrix of V p¨q with respect to rβ, i.e., B2V pβqB rβB rβT . Lemmas S4 below
describes the continuity of V 2p¨q. The proof is given in Section S3.
Lemma S4. Let βrn be any value between
pβn and β0. Assume the conditions of Theorem 2 are
satisfied, then V 2pβrnq pÝÑ IV , where IV “ ´E
 
Sp1qp0, rxqfp0|rxqrxrxT prxT rβ0q(.
Proof of Theorem 2: By Taylor expansion, we have
Tnppβn; hnq “ Tnpβ0; hnq `Qnpβrn; hnqprβn ´ rβ0q,
where βrn is between
pβn and β0. The definition of pβn implies that Tnppβn; hnq “ r0, where r0
denotes a pp´ 1q-dimensional vector of zeroes. Lemma S3 indicates that
rβn ´ rβ0 “ `´Q` opp1q˘´1Tnpβ0; hnq.
To prove the theorem, it suffices to verify pnhnq1{2Tnpβ0; hnq dÝÑ Np0,Dq. It is known from
LemmaB1 that Epnhnq1{2
 
Tnpβ0; hnq
(Ñ 0. It is sufficient to prove that pnhnq1{2γT Tnpβ0; hnq´
ETnpβ0; hnq
(
is asymptoticallyNpr0,γTDγq for any constant vector γ P Rp´1 such that ||γ|| “
1. Let
qi “ 2p2Ai ´ 1qpnhnq1{2K 1
`xTi β0
hn
˘γT rxi
hn
Yi.
It follows the proof of Lemma S2 that lim
nÑ8
Eqi “ 0, and lim
nÑ8
Eq2i {n “ γTDγ.
To apply Lyapunov central limit theorem, we will verify that
lim
nÑ8
ps4nq´1
nÿ
i“1
E
 pqi ´ Eqiq4( “ 0, (S3)
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where lim
nÑ8
pn´2s2nq “ lim
nÑ8
řn
i“1Varpn´1qiq “ γTDγ. We observe that the left-side of (S3) is
bounded from above (up to a positive constant) by lim
nÑ8
n´3Epq4i q` lim
nÑ8
n´3pEqiq4 “ I1` I2. As
pEqiq4 Ñ 0, we have I2 “ op1q. To evaluate I1, note that
n´3Epq4i q “ 16pnh2nq´1E
 
K 1
`xTi β
hn
˘4pγT rxiq4Y 4i (.
Since Y has sub-Gaussian tail, then for any integer k ě 1, E|Y |k is finite. So with the bounded-
ness of Kp¨q and rx, E K 1`xTi β
hn
˘4pγT rxiq4Y 4i ( is finite. Then n´1h´2n “ op1q implies I1 “ op1q.
Therefore, the Lyapunov condition is satisfied. This proves (1).
To prove (2), we observe that
?
npVnppβnq ´ V pβ0qq “?n Vnpβ0q ´ V pβ0q(`?n Vnppβnq ´ Vnpβ0q ´ V ppβnq ` V pβ0q(
`?n V ppβnq ´ V pβ0q(
“I1 ` I2 ` I3,
where the definition of Ii (i “ 1, 2, 3) is clear from the context. By the central limit theorem, we
have I1
dÝÑ Np0, Uq. The Donsker property of the function class G ensures that I2 “ opp1q. Note
that with the consistency result in Theorem 1, we have P ppβn1 “ β01q Ñ 1 as nÑ8. By Taylor
expansion, we have
I3 “
?
nprβn ´ rβ0qTV 1pβ0q ` ?nprβn ´ rβ0qTV 2pβrqprβn ´ β0q{2` opp1q,
where V 1p¨q and V 2p¨q denote the gradient vector and Hessian matrix of V p¨q with respect to rβ,
respectively; βr is between rβ0 and rβn. As β0 is the maximizer of V p¨q, we have V 1pβ0q “ 0. Let
λmaxp¨q be the eigenvalue with the greatest absolute value. The second term is upper bounded
by |λmaxpV 2pβrqq|
?
n||rβn ´ rβ0||2{2, which is of order Oppn´1{2h´1q “ opp1q by Lemma S4,
Assumption (A5) and the first part of the theorem on the convergence rate. This proves (2). l
In the rest of this appendix, we will prove the theory for bootstrap based inference. As
described in Section 3.2, given a sequence of random variablesRn, n “ 1, . . . , n, we write Rn “
oprp1q if for any ǫ ą 0, δ ą 0, we have Pw
`
Pr|wp|Rn| ą ǫq ą δ
˘ Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. Furthermore,
oprwp1q denotes a random sequence that converges to zero in probability with respect to the joint
distribution of pr, wq; and opwp1q denotes a random sequence that converges to zero in probability
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with respect to the distribution of r only. By Lemma 3 of Cheng and Huang [2010], if Rn “
oprwp1q, then Rn “ oprp1q. In particular, if Rn depends only on the data w but not on the random
weights r and if Rn “ opwp1q, then it is easy to see Rn “ oprwp1q, and hence it is oprp1q. In
this part of proof, we will include subscripts in the probability and expectation to clarify which
probability distribution is used in the calculation.
Proof of Theorem 3: By definition, pβ˚n maximizes ĂM˚n pβ, hnq overβ P B. First, by combining
LemmaA2 and LemmaA4 and recognizing that Ewtp2Ai´1qIpxTi β ą 0qYiu “ EwEr|w
 
rip2Ai´
1qIpxTi β ą 0qYi
(
, we have sup
βPB
|ĂM˚n pβ, hnq´ĂMnpβ, hnq| “ oprwp1q. By Lemma 3 of Cheng and Huang
[2010], sup
βPB
ˇˇĂM˚n pβ, hnq ´ ĂMnpβ, hnqˇˇ “ oprp1q. By Theorem 5.7 in van der Vaart [2000], to
prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that for any ǫ ą 0,
lim
nÑ8
Pw
´
sup
||β´ pβn||ąǫ
 ĂMnpβ, hnq ´ ĂMnppβn, hnq( ă 0¯ “ 1. (S4)
By Lemma A2, ĂMnpβ, hnq´ĂMnppβn, hnq “Mpβq´Mppβnq` opwp1q. Furthermore, the consis-
tency of pβn implies that for all sufficiently large n, any β that satisfies ||β´ pβn|| ą ǫ would also
satisfy ||β ´ β0|| ě ǫ{2. Condition (A3) implies that sup||β´β0||ąǫ{2Mpβq ă Mpβ0q. Hence,
(S4) holds. This proves (1).
To prove (2), we observe that
?
npV ˚n pβq ´ Vnpβqq “ n´1{2
řn
i“1pri ´ 1q
 
AiIpxTi β ą 0q `
p1 ´ AiqIpxTi β ď 0q
(
Yi, which has mean zero. The Donsker property of the function class G
˚
and the fact pβn “ β0 ` oprwp1q implies that
?
n
“tV ˚n ppβnq ´ Vnppβnqu ´ tV ˚n pβ0q ´ Vnpβ0qu‰ “ oprwp1q, (S5)
by Lemma 19.24 of van der Vaart [2000]. By assumption (A6) and the classical central limit
theorem,
?
ntV ˚n pβ0q ´ Vnpβ0qu “ Np0, Uq ` oprwp1q. Hence,
?
n
 
V ˚n ppβnq ´ Vnppβnq( “
Np0, Uq ` oprwp1q. Lemma 3 in Cheng and Huang [2010] implies (2) holds. l
To prove Theorem 4, we define the following gradient function and Hessian matrix corre-
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sponding to the randomly weighted objective function
T ˚n pβ; hnq “
BĂM˚npβ, hnq
B rβ “ 2n
nÿ
i“1
rip2Ai ´ 1qK 1
`xTi β
hn
˘ rxi
hn
Yi, (S6)
Q˚npβ; hnq “
B2ĂM˚n pβ, hnq
B rβB rβT “ 2n
nÿ
i“1
rip2Ai ´ 1qK2
`xTi β
hn
˘ rxirxTi
h2n
Yi. (S7)
Lemma S5 below characterizes the asymptotic property of the Hessian matrix. Its proof is given
in the supplementary material.
Lemma S5. Let β˚rn be a variable between pβ˚n and pβn. Assume the conditions of Theorem 4 are
satisfied, thenQ˚npβ˚rn ; hnq “ Q` oprp1q.
Proof of Theorem 4: By Taylor expansion, T ˚n ppβ˚n; hnq “ T ˚n ppβn; hnq `Q˚npβ˚rn ; hnqprβ˚n ´rβnq, where β˚rn is between pβ˚n and pβn. By the definition of pβ˚n, we have T ˚n ppβ˚n; hnq “ r0. By
Lemma B4, we have rβ˚n ´ rβn “ ´`Q` oprp1q˘´1T ˚n ppβn; hnq.
It remains to show pnhnq1{2T ˚n ppβn; hnq “ Np0,Dq ` oprp1q. By Lemma A5, we only need to
show pnhnq1{2T ˚n pβ0; hnq “ Np0,Dq ` oprp1q. Observe that
Er|w
 pnhnq1{2T ˚n pβ0; hnq( “ pnhnq1{2Tnpβ0; hnq,
Varr|w
 pnhnq1{2T ˚n pβ0; hnq( “ 4n
nÿ
i“1
 
K 1
`xTi β0
hn
˘(2 rxirxTi
hn
Y 2i .
Lemma S2 implies that
lim
nÑ8
EwEr|w
 pnhnq1{2T ˚n pβ0; hnq( “ 0, and lim
nÑ8
Ew
”
Varr|w
 pnhnq1{2T ˚n pβ0; hnq(ı “D.
It suffices to prove that for any constant vector γ P Rp´1 such that ||γ|| “ 1,
pnhnq1{2γT
 
T ˚n pβ0; hnq ´ ET ˚n pβ0; hnq
( “ Npr0,γTDγq ` oprp1q.
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Define q˚i “ 2rip2Ai´ 1qpnhnq1{2K 1
`xTi β0
hn
˘
γT rxi
hn
Yi, where Er|wq˚i “ qi, and Er|wpq˚2i q “ 2q2i , for
qi defined in the proof of Theorem 2. To check the Lyapunov condition, it suffices to prove that
ps˚4n q´1
nÿ
i“1
Er|w
 pq˚i ´ Er|wq˚i q4( a.s.ÝÝÑ 0,
where s˚2n “
řn
i“1Varr|wpq˚i q. Similarly as Theorem 2, the Lyapunov condition holds if
ps˚4n q´1
nÿ
i“1
Er|wpq˚4i q a.s.ÝÝÑ 0, and ps˚4n q´1
nÿ
i“1
pEr|wq˚i q4 a.s.ÝÝÑ 0.
Since r and Y both have sub-Gaussian tails, we know that for any integer k ě 1, E|r|k
and E|Y |k are finite. Then it is easy to compute that s˚2n “ 4n2h´1n I1,
řn
i“1 Er|wpq˚4i q “
16n3h´2n Epr4qI2, and
řn
i“1pEr|wq˚i q4 “ 16n3h´2n I2, where
I1 “ n´1
nÿ
i“1
 
K 1
`xTi β0
hn
˘2pγT rxiq2Y 2i (, I2 “ n´1 nÿ
i“1
 
K 1
`xTi β0
hn
˘4pγT rxiq4Y 4i (.
According to (K1) and (A1)-(A2), we know that I1 and I2 are both absolutely integrable. Then
the strong law of large numbers implies that I1
a.s.ÝÝÑ EwI1 and I2 a.s.ÝÝÑ EwI2. With the continuous
mapping theorem, it is easy to conclude that I´2
1
I2
a.s.ÝÝÑ pEwI1q´2EwI2. We therefore have
ps˚4n q´1
nÿ
i“1
Er|wpq˚4i q “ n´1Epr4i qI´21 I2 a.s.ÝÝÑ 0, ps˚4n q´1
nÿ
i“1
pEr|wq˚i q4 “ n´1I´21 I2 a.s.ÝÝÑ 0.
This verifies the Lyapunov condition and finishes the proof. l
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S3 Proof of Auxiliary Results in Section S2
Proof of Lemma S2: (1) Let ζ “ z{hn, then by (A1), we have
E
 
h´bn Tnpβ0; hnq
( “ h´bn E!p2A´ 1qK 1`xTβ0hn
˘ rx
hn
Y
)
“ h´bn E
!
K 1
`xTβ0
hn
˘ rx
hn
pY ˚1 ´ Y ˚0 q
)
“ h´bn E
!
K 1
` z
hn
˘ rx
hn
Spz, rxq)
“ h´bn
ż
K 1pζqrxSphnζ, rxqfphnζ |rxqdζdP prxq.
Under (A3), Sp0, rxq “ 0 for almost every rx, so the Taylor series expansions for Sphnζ, rxq
and fphnζ |rxq can be written as
Sphnζ, rxq “ b´1ÿ
i“1
Spiqp0, rxqphnζqi
i!
` Spbqpξb, rxqphnζqb
b!
,
fphnζ |rxq “ b´i´1ÿ
j“0
f pjqp0|rxqphnζqjpjq! ` f pb´iqpξi|rxqphnζq
b´i
pb´ iq! ,
for i “ 1, ..., b´ 1, where ξ1, ..., ξb are scalars with values between 0 and hnζ . Combining these
two expansions yields
Sphnζ, rxqfphnζ |rxq “Spbqpξb, rxqphnζqb
b!
fphnζ |rxq ` b´1ÿ
i“1
Spiqp0, rxqf pb´iqpξi|rxq phnζqb
i!pb´ iq!
`
b´1ÿ
i“1
b´i´1ÿ
j“0
Spiqp0, rxqf pjqp0|rxqphnζqi`j
i!j!
.
(S8)
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So we have
E
 
h´bn Tnpβ0; hnq
( “ ż ζbK 1pζqrx!Spbqpξb, rxqfphnζ |rxq
b!
`
b´1ÿ
i“1
Spiqp0, rxqf pb´iqpξi|rxq
i!pb´ iq!
)
dζdP prxq
`
b´1ÿ
i“1
b´i´1ÿ
j“0
ż
hi`j´bn ζ
i`jK 1pζqrxSpiqp0, rxqf pjqp0|rxq
i!j!
dζdP prxq
“ I1 ` I2 ` I3,
where for some η ą 0,
I1 “
ż
ζbK 1pζqrx!Spbqpξb, rxqfphnζ |rxq
b!
`
b´1ÿ
i“1
Spiqp0, rxqf pb´iqpξi|rxq
i!pb´ iq!
)
dζdP prxq,
I2 “
b´1ÿ
i“1
b´i´1ÿ
j“0
ż
|hnζ|ďη
hi`j´bn ζ
i`jK 1pζqrxSpiqp0, rxqf pjqp0|rxq
i!j!
dζdP prxq,
I3 “
b´1ÿ
i“1
b´i´1ÿ
j“0
ż
|hnζ|ąη
hi`j´bn ζ
i`jK 1pζqrxSpiqp0, rxqf pjqp0|rxq
i!j!
dζdP prxq.
Then from (K2), (A4)-(A5), and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, we have I1 Ñ
H , where H “ aH
řb
i“1
1
i!pb´iq!E
 rxSpiqp0, rxqf pb´iqp0|rxq( with aH “ ş νbK 1pνqdν. Similarly,
let η Ñ 0, we have I2 Ñ 0 and I3 Ñ 0. Therefore, lim
nÑ8
E
 pnhnq1{2Tnpβ0; hnq( “ 0, since
nh2b`1n “ op1q.
(2) Let ti “ 2p2Ai ´ 1qK 1
`xT
i
β0
hn
˘ rxi
hn
Yi, then we have:
Var
 pnhnq1{2Tn( “ hn`EtitTi ´ ETnET Tn ˘
“ 4E
!
K 1
`xTi β0
hn
˘)2 rxirxTi
hn
Y 2i ´ hnETnET Tn
“ 2E
!
K 1
` z
hn
˘2 rxrxT
hn
E
`
Y ˚2
1
` Y ˚2
0
|z, rx˘)´ hnETnET Tn
“ 2
ż
K 1
` z
hn
˘2 rxrxT
hn
E
`
Y ˚2
1
` Y ˚2
0
|z, rx˘fpz|rxqdzdP prxq ´ hnETnET Tn
“ 2
ż
K 1pζq2rxrxTE`Y ˚2
1
` Y ˚2
0
|hnζ, rx˘fphnζ |rxqdζdP prxq ´ hnETnET Tn .
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Since hn Ñ 0, by (A1)-(A2) and the dominated convergence theorem, we have
lim
nÑ8
 
Varpnhnq1{2Tn
(
“ lim
nÑ8
!
2
ż
K 1pζq2rxrxTE`Y ˚21 ` Y ˚20 |hnζ, rx˘fphnζ |rxqdζdP prxq ´ hnETnET Tn )
“ 2
ż
K 1pζq2dζ
ż rxrxTE`Y ˚2
1
` Y ˚2
0
|0, rx˘fp0|rxqdP prxq ´ 0 ˚HHT
“ a1
ż rxrxTfp0|rxqE`Y ˚21 ` Y ˚20 |0, rx˘dP prxq “ D.
This finishes the proof. l
Proof of Lemma S3: It suffices to prove the following two results:
(a) let θn “ ppβn ´ β0q{hn, then θn “ opp1q;
(b) let tβnu “ tpβn1, rβTn qT u be any sequence in B such that pβn ´ β0q{hn Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, then
Qnpβn; hnq pÝÑ Q.
To prove (a), we first note that hnθn
pÝÑ 0 by Theorem 1. Lemma A3 then impliesRnpθnq pÝÑ
0, and there exist some constants α1 and α2 such that: ||Qθn|| ď opp1q`α1hn||θn||`α2hn||θn||2.
SinceQ is negative definite, we have inf
θ
||Qθ||
||θ|| “ |ωmin| ą 0, where ωmin is the eigenvalue ofQ
with the smallest absolute value. It indicates that
0 ă |ωmin| ă ||Qθn||||θn|| ď opp||θn||
´1q ` α1hn ` α2hn||θn||.
Since hn Ñ 0 and hn||θn|| pÝÑ 0, if ||θn|| “ opp1q does not hold, then the right hand side of
the above inequality would degenerate to opp1q, which contradicts with the fact that it should be
larger than |ωmin| ą 0. Consequently, we have ||θn|| “ opp1q.
To prove (b), let qnipβq “ p2Ai ´ 1qK2
`xTi β
h
˘rxirxTi Yi. It suffices to show that
sup
||β´β0||ďǫhn
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
n´1
nÿ
i“1
 
h´2n qnipβq ´Q
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ “ opp1q,
for arbitrary positive ǫ.
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First, let rβn “ rβ0 ` hnθ˜n with rθn Ñ 0 as nÑ8. Now we have
E
 
h´2n qnipβnq
( “ E!2p2A´ 1qK2`xTβn
hn
˘ rxrxT
h2n
Y
)
“ E
!
K2
`xTβ0
hn
` rθTn rx˘ rxrx1h2n Spz, rxq
)
“
ż
K2
` z
hn
` rθTn rx˘ rxrxTh2n Spz, rxqfpz|rxqdzdP prxq.
By Taylor expansion and (A3), there exists a 0 ă ǫ ă 1 such that Spz, rxq “ zSp1qpǫz, rxq. We
have
E
 
h´2n qnipβnq
( “ ż K2` z
hn
` rθTn rx˘ rxrxTh2n zSp1qpǫz, rxqfpz|rxqdzdP prxq
“
ż
pζ ´ rθTn rxqK2pζqrxrxTSp1q`ǫhnpζ ´ rθTn rxq, rx˘f`hnpζ ´ rθTn rxq|rx˘dζdP prxq.
Then by (K1), (A2), (A4)-(A5), and the dominated convergence theorem,
lim
nÑ8
E
 
h´2n qnipβnq
( “ lim
nÑ8
ż
pζ ´ rθTn rxqK2pζqrxrxTSp1q`ǫhnpζ ´ rθTn rxq, rx˘f`hnpζ ´ rθTn rxq|rx˘dζdP prxq
“ lim
nÑ8
ż
ζK2pζqrxrxTSp1qp0, rxqfp0|rxqdζdP prxq
“ a2
ż rxrxTSp1qp0, rxqfp0|rxqdP prxq “ Q.
The Donsker property of Q implies that for arbitrary ǫ ą 0,
sup
||β´β0||ďǫhn
sup
hPp0,1s
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
n´1
nÿ
i“1
 
qnipβq ´ Eqnipβq
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ “ Oppn´1{2q.
Then since hn “ opn´1{p2b`1qq and pnh4nq´1 “ op1q, we can derive that
sup
||β´β0||ďǫhn
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
n´1
nÿ
i“1
 
h´2n qnipβq ´Q
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ď sup
||β´β0||ďǫhn
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
pnh2nq´1
nÿ
i“1
 
qnipβq ´ Eqnipβq
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ` op1q
ď h´2n sup
||β´β0||ďǫhn
sup
hPp0,1s
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
n´1
nÿ
i“1
 
qnipβq ´ Eqnipβq
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
ď Oppn´1{2h´2n q “ opp1q.
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lProof of Lemma S4: With the consistency result in Theorem 1, we have P
`pβn1 “ β01˘ Ñ 1
as n Ñ 8. Hence for any β “ pβ1, rβT qT between β0 and pβn, note that IpxTβ ą 0q “
I
`
z ` rxT prβ ´ rβ0q ą 0˘. Then for V pβq “ EXtµp1,xqIpxTβ ą 0q ` µp0,xqIpxTβ ď 0qu, we
have
V pβq “ EX
!
µp1,xqI`z ` rxT prβ ´ rβ0q ą 0˘` µp0,xqI`z ` rxT prβ ´ rβ0q ď 0˘)
“
ż ” ż 8
´rxT p rβ´ rβ0q EX
 
µp1,xq|z, rx(fpz|rxqdz ` ż ´rxT p rβ´ rβ0q
´8
EX
 
µp0,xq|z, rx(fpz|rxqdzıdP prxq.
Let rδ “ rβ ´ rβ0, then rδ pÝÑ r0 for β between β0 and pβn, according to Theorem 1. Note that
V 1pβq “ BV pβq
B rβ “
ż
S
`´ rxT rδ, rx˘f`´ rxT rδ|rx˘rxrxT prβ0 ` rδqdP prxq,
V 2pβq “BV
1pβq
B rβ
“
ż
S
`´ rxT rδ, rx˘!f`´ rxT rδ|rx˘´ prxT rβ0qf p1q`´ rxT rδ|rx˘)rxrxTdP prxq
´
ż
prxT rδq!Sp1q`´ rxT rδ, rx˘f`´ rxT rδ|rx˘` S`´ rxT rδ, rx˘f p1q`´ rxT rδ|rx˘)rxrxTdP prxq
´
ż
prxT rβ0qSp1q`´ rxT rδ, rx˘f`´ rxT rδ|rx˘rxrxTdP prxq
“I1 ` I2 ` I3,
where the definition of Ii (i “ 1, 2, 3) is clear from the context. By Taylor expansion, there exists
some constant 0 ă r1 ă 1 such that
I1 “
ż
´prxT rδqSp1q`´ r1rxT rδ, rx˘!f`´ rxT rδ|rx˘´ prxT rβ0qf p1q`´ rxT rδ|rx˘)rxrxTdP prxq.
By (A2), (A4)-(A5), we know that the components of rx, Spiqpz, rxq and f piqpz|rxq, i “ 0, 1, are
bounded for almost every rx. Then for any rδ pÝÑ r0, it is easy to conclude I1 pÝÑ 0 and I2 pÝÑ 0. To
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evaluate I2, note that for some constant 0 ă r2 ă 1,
I2 “ IV `
ż
prδT rxrxT rβ0q!Sp2q`´ r2rxT rδ, rx˘f`´ rxT rδ|rx˘
`Sp1q`´ rxT rδ, rx˘f p1q`´ r2rxT rδ|rx˘)rxrxTdP prxq.
With the boundedness of the components of rx, Sp1qpz, rxq, Sp2qpz, rxq, fpz|rxq and f p1qpz|rxq from
(A2), (A4)-(A5), we also have I2
pÝÑ IV as rδ pÝÑ r0, where IV is negative definite by (A5). This
finishes the proof. l
Recall from Section 3.2 of the main paper that r “ tr1, . . . , rnu denotes the collection of the
random bootstrap weights and w “ tW1, . . . ,Wnu denotes the random sample of observations,
where Wi “ pxi, Ai, Yiq. Given a sequence of random variables Rn, n “ 1, . . . , n, we write
Rn “ oprp1q if for any ǫ ą 0, δ ą 0, we have Pw
`
Pr|wp|Rn| ą ǫq ą δ
˘ Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. In
the bootstrap literature, Rn is said to converge to zero in probability, conditional on the data.
Let Er|w and Varr|w denote the conditional expectation and the conditional variance according to
the distribution of r given x. Furthermore, oprwp1q denotes a random sequence that converges to
zero in probability with respect to the joint distribution of pr, wq, and opwp1q denotes a random
sequence that converges to zero in probability with respect to the distribution of r only. By
Lemma 3 of Cheng and Huang [2010], if Rn “ oprwp1q, then Rn “ oprp1q. In particular, if Rn
depends only on the data w but not on the random weights r and if Rn “ opwp1q, then it is easy
to see Rn “ oprwp1q, and hence it is oprp1q. In this part of proof, we will include subscripts in the
probability and expectation to clarify which probability distribution is used in the calculation.
Proof of Lemma S5: It suffices to prove
(a) let θ˚n “ ppβ˚n ´ pβnq{hn, we have θ˚n “ oprp1q;
(b) let tβnu “ tpβn1, rβTn qT u be any sequence in B such that pβn ´ pβnq{hn Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, then
Q˚npβn; hnq “ Q` oprp1q.
To prove (a), for any θ P Rp´1, define R˚npθq “ 2nh2n
řn
i“1 rip2Ai ´ 1qK 1
`
zi
hn
` θT rxi˘rxiYi.
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We observe
ˇˇˇˇ
Er|wR˚npθq ´Qθ
ˇˇˇˇ ď ˇˇˇˇEr|wR˚npθq ´ EwRnpθqˇˇˇˇ` ˇˇˇˇEwRnpθq ´Qθˇˇˇˇ
“ ˇˇˇˇRnpθq ´ EwRnpθqˇˇˇˇ` ˇˇˇˇEwRnpθq ´Qθˇˇˇˇ.
By Lemma A3,
sup
θPΘn
ˇˇˇˇ
Rnpθq´EwRnpθq
ˇˇˇˇ “ opp1q,ˇˇˇˇ
EwRnpθq ´Qθ
ˇˇˇˇ ď op1q ` α1hn||θ|| ` α2hn||θ||2,
uniformly over θ P Θn for some finite α1 and α2. Hence
ˇˇˇˇ
Er|wR˚npθq ´Qθ
ˇˇˇˇ ď op1q ` α1hn||θ|| ` α2hn||θ||2,
uniformly over θ P Θn. By Theorem 3, hnθ˚n “ oprp1q. So R˚npθ˚nq “ oprp1q. So we have
ˇˇˇˇ
Qθ˚n
ˇˇˇˇ ď op1q ` α1hn||θ˚n|| ` α2hn||θ˚n||2.
Then similarly to the proof of Lemma B2, we can show that θ˚n “ oprp1q.
To prove (b), let q˚nipβq “ p2Ai ´ 1qrK2
`xTi β
h
˘rxirxTi Yi. It suffices to show that
sup
||β´ pβn||ďǫhn
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
n´1
nÿ
i“1
 
h´2n q
˚
nipβq ´Q
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ “ oprwp1q,
for arbitrary positive ǫ.
Let rβrn “ rβn ` hnrθ˚n with rθ˚n Ñ 0. Consequently, lim
nÑ8
EwEr|wth´2n q˚nipβrnqu “ Q.
The Donsker property of Q˚ implies that for arbitrary ǫ ą 0,
sup
||β´βn||ďǫhn
sup
hPp0,1s
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
n´1
nÿ
i“1
 
q˚nipβq ´ EwEr|wq˚nipβq
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ “ Oprwpn´1{2q.
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Then since hn “ opn´1{p2b`1qq and pnh4nq´1 “ op1q, we can derive that
sup
||β´βn||ďǫhn
n´1
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
 
h´2n q
˚
nipβq ´Q
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ď sup
||β´βn||ďǫhn
pnh2nq´1
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
 
q˚nipβq ´ EwEr|wq˚nipβq
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ` op1q
ď h´2n sup
||β´βn||ďǫhn
sup
hPp0,1s
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
n´1
nÿ
i“1
 
q˚nipβq ´ EwEr|wq˚nipβq
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
ď Oprwpn´1{2h´2n q “ oprwp1q.
l
S4 Moving Parameter Asymptotics
To better understand the behavior of the proposed inference procedure, we study the proper-
ties of the smoothed estimator and its bootstrapped version under a moving parameter or local
asymptotic framework, as motivated by Laber et al. [2014].
Consider the following semiparametric model
Y “ µpxq ` xT pβ0 ` bnsqxA` ǫ, (S9)
where µpxq is an unspecified function, ǫ is a sub-Gaussian random error term with mean zero and
variance σ2. The local model (S9) perturbs β0 “ pβ01, rβ0q (with |β01| “ 1) by a small quantity
bns, with bn being a sequence of real numbers that converges to zero as n Ñ 8 and s “ ps1, rsq
is a fixed p-dimensional vector. We write s “ ps1, rsq and assume s1 “ 0 to avoid complications
that are not relevant to the main results. When bn “ 0, the optimal treatment regime is given by
IpxTβ0 ą 0q.
Consider a random sample tpxi, Ai, Yiq, i “ 1, ..., nu from (S9). We estimate β0 by the
smooth robust estimator introduced in Section 2.3, that is, pβn “ argmaxβPB n´1řni“1p2Ai ´
1qK`xTi β
hn
˘
Yi. Correspondingly, the confidence interval is constructed using the formula in (8)
based on the bootstrapped estimator pβ˚n “ argmaxβPB n´1řni“1 rip2Ai ´ 1qK`xTi βhn ˘Yi. That is,
we study the behavior of the procedures proposed earlier which are constructed in a model-free
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fashion when the underlying data are generated by (S9). To study the local asymptotics, define
D0 “ 2a1E
“rxrxTfp0|rxq Epµ2pxq|z “ 0, rxq ` σ2(‰ and Q0 “ a2E rxrxTfp0|rxq(,
where ai (i “ 1, 2) is defined in Section 3.1. As before, write pβn “ ppβn1, rβTn qT P Rp andpβ˚n “ ppβ˚n1, rβ˚Tn qT .
The following two theorems show that asymptotic normality holds for pβn and rβ˚Tn for bn
chosen at appropriate rate. If the sequence bn goes to zero faster that pnhnq´1{2, the smoothed es-
timator is asymptotically unbiased and the bootstrap confidence interval for β0 is asymptotically
accurate. The proofs of these results can be found in Section S5.
Theorem 5. AssumeKp¨q satisfies (K1) - (K3) for some b ě 2, hn “ opn´1{p2b`1qq and n´1h´4n “
op1q. If bn “ pnhnq´1{2, then under (A1), (A2), (A4),
a
nhnprβn ´ rβ0q Ñ N`´ a´12 rs,Q´10 D0Q´10 ˘
in distribution as nÑ8.
Theorem 6. AssumeKp¨q satisfies (K1) - (K3), for some b ě 2, hn “ opn´1{p2b`1qq, and logpnq “
opnh4nq. If bn “ pnhnq´1{2, then under (A1), (A2), (A4), (A6),
a
nhnprβ˚n ´ rβnq “ N`´ a´12 rs,Q´10 D0Q´10 ˘` oprp1q.
S5 Proof of Results in Section S4
Let Y be the response generated from the local model (S9). We can write Y “ qY ` bnrY , whereqY “ µpxq ` AxTβ0 ` ǫ and rY “ ArxT rs. Note that qY satisfied all the assumptions about the
outcome variable in (A1), (A3) and (A5). It follows that all the preceding lemmas and theorems
still hold if regarding qY as the observed response Y . In addition, since p2A ´ 1qrY is square
integrable and does not depend on pβ, hq, it implies that all classes listed in Lemma A1 are still
VC classes with rY as their responses. In the following proof, we use “q” to denote corresponding
notation when we replace Y with qY . For example, we define
Ă|Mnpβ, hnq “ 2n´1 nÿ
i“1
p2Ai ´ 1qIpxTi β ą 0qqY .
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First we will prove the consistency of the smoothed estimator given the observed data tpxi, Ai, Yiq, i “
1, ..., nu from (S9).
Lemma S6. Under (A1), (A2) and assumeKp¨q satisfies (K1), if bn “ op1q, then pβn “ β0`opp1q.
Proof of Lemma S6: We observe that pβn maximizes ĂMnpβ, hnq overβ P B, andβ0 maximizes|Mpβq. Note that
sup
βPB
ˇˇĂMnpβ, hnq ´ |Mpβqˇˇ ď sup
βPB
ˇˇ
2bnn
´1
nÿ
i“1
p2Ai ´ 1qK
`xTi β
hn
˘rYiˇˇ` sup
βPB
ˇˇĂ|Mnpβ, hnq ´ |Mpβqˇˇ.
Lemma A2 implies that sup
βPB
ˇˇĂ|Mnpβ, hnq ´ |Mpβqˇˇ “ opp1q. In addition, it is obvious that
sup
βPB
ˇˇbn
n
nÿ
i“1
p2Ai ´ 1qK
`xTi β
hn
˘rYi ˇˇ ď sup
βPB
ˇˇˇ
bn
n
nÿ
i“1
”
p2Ai ´ 1qK
`xTi β
hn
˘rYi ´ E K`xTi β
hn
˘rxTi rs(ıˇˇˇ
` sup
βPB
ˇˇ
bnE
 
K
`xTi β
hn
˘rxTi rs(ˇˇ.
The Donsker property of F ensures the first term converges to 0 in probability if bn “ op
?
nq. By
the boundedness ofKp¨q and x, the second term also goes to 0 as bn “ op1q. So sup
βPB
ˇˇĂMnpβ, hnq´
|Mpβqˇˇ “ opp1q can be concluded.
The construction of qY implies that for every τ ą 0,
sup
||β´β0||ąτ
|Mpβq ´ |Mpβ0q “ sup
βPB
2Erp2Ai ´ 1qqYitIpxTi β ą 0q ´ IpxTi β0 ą 0qus
“ sup
||β´β0||ąτ
ErxTi β0tpxTi β ą 0q ´ IpxTi β0 ą 0qus ă 0.
Hence, pβn “ β0 ` opp1q is derived from Theorem 5.7 in van der Vaart (2000). l
Proof of Theorem 5: The proof of Theorem 2 implies that it suffices to verify:
(a) pnhnq1{2Tnpβ0; hnq dÝÑ Npa´12 Q0rs,D0q;
(b)Qnpβrn; hnq “ Q0 ` opp1q for any βrn is between pβn and β0.
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To prove (a), note that Lemma S2 indicates that
Epnhnq1{2
 
Tnpβ0; hnq
(Ñ a´1
2
Q0rs, and Varpnhnq1{2 Tnpβ0; hnq(ÑD0.
It is sufficient to prove that pnhnq1{2γT
 
Tnpβ0; hnq´ETnpβ0; hnq
(
is asymptoticallyNpr0,γTD0γq
for any fixed vector γ P Rp´1 such that ||γ|| “ 1. Define
qi “ 2p2Ai ´ 1qpnhnq1{2K 1
`xTi β0
hn
˘γT rxi
hn
Yi
“ qi ` 2p2Ai ´ 1qK 1`xTi β0
hn
˘γT rxi
hn
rYi
“ qi ` rqi
for qi defined as in the proof of Theorem 2. With Lyapunov central limit theorem, we will verify
lim
nÑ8
psnq´4
nÿ
i“1
E
 pqi ´ Eqiq4( “ 0, (S10)
where lim
nÑ8
pn´1snq2 “ lim
nÑ8
řn
i“1Varpn´1qiq “ γTD0γ. The fact that lim
nÑ8
n´3E
 pqi´Eqiq4( “
0 implies that the left-side of (S10) is bounded from above (up to a positive constant) by
lim
nÑ8
n´3Eprq4i q ` lim
nÑ8
n´3pErqiq4 “ lim
nÑ8
pn3h4nq´18E
 
K 1px
T
i β0
hn
q4pγT rxirxTi rsq4(
` lim
nÑ8
pn3h4nq´1
“
E
 
K 1px
T
i β0
hn
qpγT rxirxTi rsq(‰4.
With the boundedness ofK 1p¨q and rx, pn3h4nq´1 “ op1q implies the Lyapunov condition is satis-
fied, and (a) follows. To prove (b), note that
sup
βPB
||Qnpβ; hnq ´Qnpβ; hnq|| “ sup
βPB
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ2bn
n
nÿ
i“1
p2Ai ´ 1qK2
`xTi β
hn
˘ rxirxTi
h2n
rYi ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
ď Op
`pn2h5nq´1{2˘`Opbnh´1n q sup
βPB
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
E
 
K2
`xTi β
hn
˘ rxirxTi
hn
rxT rs(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
“ Op
`pn2h5nq´1{2˘`O`pnh3nq´1{2˘ “ opp1q,
sinceQ is a VC class. Then it suffices to show that θn “ ppβn´β0q{hn “ opp1q. ConsiderRnpθq
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defined as in Lemma A3. The Donsker properties ofH imply that
sup
θPΘn
||Rnpθq ´ qRnpθq|| ď Op`pn2h5nq´1{2˘`Opbnh´1n q sup
θPΘn
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
E
 
K 1
` zi
hn
` θT rxi˘ rxirxTi rs
hn
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
“ Op
`pn2h5nq´1{2˘`O`pnh3nq´1{2˘ “ opp1q,
where Θn is defined in Lemma A3. Combined with Lemma A3, it implies that sup
θPΘn
||Rnpθq ´
Q0θ|| ď op1q ` α1hn||θ|| ` α2hn||θ||2. By the definition of θn, we know that hnθn pÝÑ 0, and
Rnpθnq pÝÑ 0. Then from the proof of Lemma S3, (b) can be concluded. l
For the asymptotic distribution for bootstrap estimators with the moving parameter frame-
work, we first prove its consistency.
Lemma S7. Under (A1), (A2), (A6) and assume Kp¨q satisfies (K1), if bn “ op1q, then pβ˚n “pβn ` oprp1q.
Proof of Lemma S7: By definition, pβ˚n maximizes ĂM˚n pβ, hnq over β P B. First, given F˚new
is a VC class, the Donsker property and Lemma A2 jointly indicate that
sup
βPB
ˇˇĂM˚n pβ, hnq ´ ĂMnpβ, hnqˇˇ ď sup
βPB
ˇˇˇ2bn
n
nÿ
i“1
pri ´ 1qp2Ai ´ 1qK
`xTi β
hn
qrYi ˇˇˇ
` sup
βPB
ˇˇĂ|M˚n pβ, hnq ´ Ă|Mnpβ, hnqˇˇ “ oprwp1q.
By Lemma 3 of Cheng & Huang (2010), sup
βPB
ˇˇĂM˚n pβ, hnq ´ ĂMnpβ, hnqˇˇ “ oprp1q. By Theorem
5.7 in van der Vaart (2000), to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that for any ǫ ą 0,
lim
nÑ8
Pw
´
sup
||β´ pβn||ąǫ
 ĂMnpβ, hnq ´ ĂMnppβn, hnq( ă 0¯ “ 1. (S11)
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Note that Lemma A2 and the consistency of pβn implies that
sup
||β´ pβn||ąǫ
 ĂMnpβ, hnq ´ ĂMnppβn, hnq( ď sup
||β´ pβn||ąǫ
 Ă|Mnpβ, hnq ´ Ă|Mnpβ0, hnq(`  Ă|Mnpβ0, hnq ´ Ă|Mnppβn, hnq(
` sup
||β´ pβn||ąǫ
ˇˇˇ
2bn
n
nÿ
i“1
p2Ai ´ 1q
!
K
`xTi β
hn
˘´K`xTi pβn
hn
˘)rYi ˇˇˇ
“ sup
||β´ pβn||ąǫ
 |Mpβq ´ |Mpβ0q(` opp1q.
Furthermore, the consistency of pβn implies that for all sufficiently large n, any β that satisfies
||β ´ pβn|| ą τ would also satisfy ||β ´ β0|| ě τ{2. Hence, Lemma S6 implies (S11) holds. l
Proof of Theorem 6: The proofs of Theorem 4 indicate that it is sufficient to verify:
(a)Q˚npβ˚rn ; hnq “ Q0 ` oprp1q for any β˚rn is between pβ˚n and pβn;
(b) pnhnq1{2T ˚n ppβn; hnq “ Npa´12 Q0rs,D0q ` oprp1q.
To prove (a), the fact thatQ˚ is a VC class implies that
sup
βPB
ˇˇˇˇ
Q˚npβ; hnq ´ qQ˚npβ; hnqˇˇˇˇ “ sup
βPB
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ2bn
n
nÿ
i“1
rip2Ai ´ 1qK2
`xTi β
hn
˘ rxirxTi
h2n
rYi ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
ď Op
`pn2h5nq´1{2˘`Opbnh´1n q sup
βPB
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
Ew
 
K2
`xTi β
hn
˘ rxirxTi
hn
rxT rs(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
“ Op
`pn2h5nq´1{2˘`O`pnh3nq´1{2˘ “ oprp1q.
It suffices to show that θ˚n “ ppβ˚n ´ β0q{hn “ oprp1q. For R˚npθq defined in the proof of
Lemma S5, the fact thatH˚ is a VC class indicates that
sup
θPΘn
||R˚npθq ´ qR˚npθq|| ď Op`pn2h5nq´1{2˘`Opbnh´1n q sup
θPΘn
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
Ew
 
K 1
` zi
hn
` θT rxi˘ rxirxTi rs
hn
(ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
“ Op
`pn2h5nq´1{2˘`O`pnh3nq´1{2˘ “ oprp1q,
where Θn is defined in Lemma A3. Combined with Lemma B4, it implies that sup
θPΘn
||R˚npθq ´
Q0θ|| ď op1q ` α1hn||θ|| ` α2hn||θ||2. By the definition of θ˚n, we know that hnθ˚n “ oprp1q,
and R˚npθ˚nq “ oprp1q. Then from the proof of Lemma B4, (a) can be concluded. To prove (b),
the proof of Lemma A5 and the VC classH˚ implies that pnhnq1{2tT ˚n ppβn; hnq´T ˚n pβ0; hnqu “
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oprp1q. Then observe that
lim
nÑ8
EwEr|w
 pnhnq1{2T ˚n pβ0; hnq( “ a´12 Q0rs,
lim
nÑ8
Ew
”
Varr|w
 pnhnq1{2T ˚n pβ0; hnq(ı “ D0.
It is sufficient to prove that pnhnq1{2γT
 
T ˚n pβ0; hnq ´ ET ˚n pβ0; hnq
( “ Npr0,γTD0γq ` oprp1q
for any fixed vector γ P Rp´1 such that ||γ|| “ 1. Define
q˚i “ 2rip2Ai ´ 1qpnhnq1{2K 1
`xTi β0
hn
˘γT rxi
hn
Yi
“ q˚i ` 2rip2Ai ´ 1qK 1`xTi β0hn
˘γT rxi
hn
rYi “ q˚i ` rq˚i ,
for q˚i defined as in the proof of Theorem 4. To check the Lyapunov condition, it suffices to prove
lim
nÑ8
ps˚nq´4
nÿ
i“1
E
 pq˚i ´ Eq˚i q4( “ 0,
where ps˚nq2 “
řn
i“1Varr|wpq˚i q. Similarly as the proof of Theorem 5, the Lyapunov condition
holds if
ps˚nq´4
nÿ
i“1
Er|wprq˚4i q a.s.ÝÝÑ 0, and ps˚nq´4 nÿ
i“1
pEr|wrq˚i q4 a.s.ÝÝÑ 0.
Since r is sub-Gaussian, then E|r|k is finite for any positive integer k. Hence with bounded
Kp¨q and rx and fixed s, the strong law of large numbers and the continuous mapping theorem
imply that
ps˚nq´4
nÿ
i“1
Er|wprq˚4i q a.s.ÝÝÑ t lim
nÑ8
Ewps˚nq2u´2 lim
nÑ8
Ew
nÿ
i“1
Er|wprq˚4i q “ 0,
ps˚nq´4
nÿ
i“1
pEr|wrq˚i q4 a.s.ÝÝÑ t lim
nÑ8
Ewps˚nq2u´2 lim
nÑ8
Ew
nÿ
i“1
pEr|wrq˚i q4 “ 0.
This verifies the Lyapunov condition and (b) follows. l
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S6 Pseudo Codes for the Proximal Algorithm
Algorithm 1 Proximal (βp0q, α0, γ)
1: Set t “ 0.
2: Set diff = 0.
3: while diff ě 0 do
4: tÐ t` 1.
5: αt Ð γαt´1.
6: δt Ð pnαtq´1
řn
i“1p2Ai ´ 1qK 1
`xTi βpt´1q
hn
˘
xi
hn
Yi.
7: βptq Ð βpt´1q ` δt.
8: diffÐ 2
n
řn
i“1p2Ai´1qYi
 
K
`xT
i
βptq
hn
˘´K`xTi βpt´1q
hn
˘´h´1n xTi δtK 1`xTi βpt´1qhn ˘(`αt||δt||2.
9: end while
10: Output βptq.
S7 Additional numerical results
Example 1 (binary response). The binary response Y is generated to satisfy EY “ p1 `
e´x
Tβoptq´1, where X , βopt, A are the same as in Settings 1 & 2 in the main paper. Table S1
and Table S2 summarize the simulations results. We observe satisfactory performance as in the
continuous response cases.
Example 2 (different choices of kernel function). We consider the same data generative model as
in Settings 1 & 2 in the main paper, and evaluate two different choices of kernels Kp¨q. The first
choice uses K1p¨q “ Φp¨q, the cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution.
The second choice is K2pvq “
“
0.5 ` 105
64
tv
5
´ 5
3
pv
5
q3 ` 7
5
pv
5
q5 ´ 3
7
pv
5
q7u‰Ip´5 ď v ď 5q `
Ipv ą 5q. Its bandwidth is selected by hn “ 0.9n´1{9mint stdpxTi βq, IQRpxTi βq{1.34u. Both
choices satisfy the regularity conditions in the paper. The bandwidth was chosen the same way
as described in Section 4 of the main paper. The simulation results are summarized in Table S3.
We observe that the performance is not sensitive to different choices of kernel functions.
Example 3 (observational data). The data generative model is the same as that in in Settings 1 &
2 in the main paper, except that A is generated according to P pA “ 1|xq “ t1` expp´xTηqu´1,
where η “ p0.2, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5qT . Table S4 summarizes the performance of the propensity score in-
verse weighted estimator given in (13) of the main paper. We observed satisfactory performance.
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Table S1: Monte Carlo estimates of the bias and standard deviation of the estimate for the param-
eters indexing the optimal treatment regime, the match ratio (percentage of times the estimated
optimal treatment regime matches the theoretically optimal treatment regime), and the bias and
standard deviation of the estimated optimal value with binary outcomes.
n β
opt
0
β
opt
1
β
opt
2
β
opt
3
Match Ratio Vnppβnq
Setting 1
300 0.03 (0.33) 0 (0) 0.03 (0.30) 0.03 (0.35) 99.60% 0.00 (0.17)
500 0.01 (0.21) 0 (0) 0.02 (0.20) 0.02 (0.22) 99.75% 0.00 (0.13)
1000 0.02 (0.13) 0 (0) 0.01 (0.13) 0.01 (0.15) 99.73% -0.01 (0.09)
Setting 2
300 -0.04 (0.25) 0 (0) 0.02 (0.24) 0.00 (0.17) 99.40% -0.01 (0.15)
500 -0.03 (0.20) 0 (0) 0.02 (0.19) 0.00 (0.13) 99.58% -0.01 (0.12)
1000 0.00 (0.13) 0 (0) 0.01 (0.13) 0.00 (0.09) 99.90% 0.00 (0.08)
Table S2: Empirical coverage probabilities and average interval lengths of the 95% bootstrap
confidence intervals for βopt with binary outcomes.
n β
opt
0
β
opt
1
β
opt
2
β
opt
3
V pβoptq
Setting 1
300
Coverage Rate 91.1% 100% 91.2% 90.5% 94.5%
Average Length 1.35 0 1.24 1.38 0.69
500
Coverage Rate 94.6% 100% 93.1% 93.3% 94.3%
Average Length 0.85 0 0.82 0.88 0.54
1000
Coverage Rate 94.6% 100% 95.1% 93.8% 96.0%
Average Length 0.56 0 0.55 0.58 0.38
Setting 2
300
Coverage Rate 93.5% 100% 93.8% 97.6% 94.4%
Average Length 1.11 0 1.03 0.72 0.62
500
Coverage Rate 92.6% 100% 94.3% 96.0% 93.7%
Average Length 0.78 0 0.74 0.53 0.48
1000
Coverage Rate 94.4% 100% 94.6% 95.7% 93.6%
Average Length 0.52 0 0.50 0.36 0.34
Example 4 (addition results fro real-data example). Table S5 shows the smooth and nonsmooth
estimators for the real example in Section 5, with a 5-fold cross-validation. Specifically, we
randomly divide the data into five folds and use four folds to estimate β0 and V pβ0q and evaluate
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Table S3: Monte Carlo estimates of the bias and standard deviation of the estimate for the param-
eters indexing the optimal treatment regime, the match ratio (percentage of times the estimated
optimal treatment regime matches the theoretically optimal treatment regime), and the bias and
standard deviation of the estimated optimal value with with different choices ofKp¨q.
n Kernel β
opt
0
β
opt
1
β
opt
2
β
opt
3
Match Ratio Vnppβnq
Setting 1
300
K1 -0.05 (0.30) 0 (0) 0.01 (0.27) 0.04 (0.31) 99.35% -0.02 (0.17)
K2 -0.05 (0.27) 0 (0) 0.04 (0.26) 0.05 (0.28) 99.40% -0.01 (0.16)
500
K1 -0.01 (0.19) 0 (0) 0.01 (0.20) 0.02 (0.22) 99.73% 0.00 (0.13)
K2 -0.03 (0.21) 0 (0) 0.02 (0.20) 0.03 (0.22) 99.60% -0.01 (0.13)
1000
K1 -0.01 (0.14) 0 (0) 0.00 (0.13) 0.01 (0.15) 99.88% -0.01 (0.09)
K2 -0.01 (0.14) 0 (0) 0.02 (0.14) 0.02 (0.14) 99.77% 0.00 (0.09)
Setting 2
300
K1 0.04 (0.26) 0 (0) 0.02 (0.24) 0.02 (0.18) 99.35% -0.01 (0.15)
K2 -0.03 (0.24) 0 (0) 0.02 (0.24) 0.00 (0.17) 99.47% -0.01 (0.14)
500
K1 0.02 (0.19) 0 (0) 0.02 (0.18) 0.00 (0.13) 99.65% -0.01 (0.11)
K2 -0.03 (0.20) 0 (0) 0.02 (0.19) 0.01 (0.13) 99.58% -0.01 (0.12)
1000
K1 -0.01 (0.14) 0 (0) 0.01 (0.13) 0.00 (0.09) 99.79% -0.01 (0.08)
K2 0.01 (0.13) 0 (0) 0.00 (0.13) 0.00 (0.10) 99.79% -0.01 (0.08)
Table S4: Monte Carlo estimates of the bias and standard deviation of the estimate for the param-
eters indexing the optimal treatment regime, the match ratio (percentage of times the estimated
optimal treatment regime matches the theoretically optimal treatment regime), and the bias and
standard deviation of the estimated optimal value in an observational study.
n β
opt
0 β
opt
1 β
opt
2 β
opt
3 Match Ratio Vnppβnq
Setting 1
300 -0.05 (0.28) 0 (0) 0.03 (0.32) 0.04 (0.33) 99.40% -0.01 (0.15)
500 -0.03 (0.23) 0 (0) 0.03 (0.29) 0.03 (0.27) 99.63% -0.01 (0.12)
1000 -0.03 (0.15) 0 (0) 0.03 (0.18) 0.03 (0.18) 99.59% -0.01 (0.08)
Setting 2
300 -0.06 (0.27) 0 (0) 0.03 (0.29) 0.01 (0.19) 99.01% -0.01 (0.15)
500 -0.02 (0.20) 0 (0) 0.02 (0.23) 0.01 (0.15) 99.66% -0.01 (0.12)
1000 -0.02 (0.14) 0 (0) 0.02 (0.15) 0.01 (0.10) 99.69% -0.01 (0.09)
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the matching ratio on the remaining fold (i.e., validation data). Each of the five folds is used as
validation data in turn (refereed to as iterative 1, . . . , 5 in te table), the final results are summarized
in Table S5. We observe that the smooth estimators always lie in the element-wise confidence
intervals we calculated in Section 5. However, the nonsmooth estimators are rather nonstable and
can even change signs across iteratives.
Table S5: Real data example: comparison of smooth and nonsmooth estimators based on 5-fold
cross-validation
Iterative Method β
opt
0 β
opt
1 β
opt
2 Match Ratio
1
Smooth 0.65 1 0.46
87.93%
Nonsmooth -0.40 1 0.36
2
Smooth 0.45 1 0.35
86.21%
Nonsmooth -0.39 1 -0.35
3
Smooth 0.64 1 0.42
89.47%
Nonsmooth -0.42 1 -0.16
4
Smooth 0.46 1 0.27
85.96%
Nonsmooth 0.14 1 -0.73
5
Smooth 0.64 1 0.46
87.72%
Nonsmooth -0.40 1 13.38
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